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AN EXTENSIVE RESEARCH ON 

“WIPING ON SOCKS” 
(REGULAR SOCKS, LEATHER SOCKS AND SEAKSKINZ) 

 

FOREWORD 

 

Moulana Ismail Moosa (Sallamahu) has completed his first year Mufti course at the Darul ifta. 

 

There is still much confusion on the issue of masah on socks, especially in America, Canada, UK, and the Middle 
East countries where masah is made on regular cotton or nylon socks. 

 
This is of particular concern to people performing Salah behind Imams who make masah on regular cotton or nylon 

socks. The Darul Iftaa regularly receives queries in this regard. Amongst other queries are the following: 

1) Is the Imams wudhu valid? 

2) Is the follower’s wudhu valid? 

3) Should we perform our own Salah etc.? 
 

Recently, a new sock, SealSkinz has come into the market and the position of wiping on that is being queried. 

Alhamdulillah, Moulana Ismail Moosa (Sallamahu) in this document has discussed the issue in much detail. He 
also proves the impermissibility of masah on regular cotton socks. He concludes that masah on SealSkinz is 

permissible.  

 

This treatise should be presented to Imams and trustees of the Masaajid. The issue of masah on regular socks 

MUST be considered before appointing a person as an Imam of the Masjid. 
 

(Mufti) Ebrahim Desai Saheb     

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 
At the very outset, we wish to point out that we follow one of the four Aimmah Mujtahideen (viz. Imam Abu 

Hanifa, Imam Malik, Imam Shafi and Imam Ahmad (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on them all) in all matters of 

jurisprudence. In our case, we have placed our firm conviction on the School of thought of Imam Abu Hanifa (May 
Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him). The underlying reason for this is that coupled with his piety and sincerity, Imam 

Abu Hanifa (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) devoted his entire life in attaining, mastering and codifying 

Islamic knowledge. This was in the glorious period when knowledge was at its pinnacle, memories were strong, 
Ulama were many and scholarly gatherings abounded. It was generally in this era that authentic Ahadith flourished 

and the scholars immersed into the depths of every narration. Every action that was practiced had to be based on 

concrete proofs derived from any of the Islamic sources. Thus, Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 

him) use to discuss every ruling with at least forty scholars of whom each were masters in different fields of 

Islamic knowledge. After much study, scrutiny and discussion on each law, a conclusion used to finally be attained. 
 

Supplementary to all the above are the efforts of numerous great luminaries who came in the past twelve hundred 
years. They too traversed the earth, enduring hunger and pains in the quest of knowledge. These great scholars 

spent their entire lives thoroughly scrutinising every verdict of Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 

him) to ensure its authenticity. In this way, the jurisprudence of Imam Abu Hanifa has been scrupulously refined 

through the united efforts and sacrifices of Mufassireen, Muhadditheen, Fuqahah, Philosophers, Jurists and 

Academics of twelve centuries. There can now be no doubt in understanding that every ruling of Imam Abu Hanifa 
(May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) is most definitely in conformity with Quran and Hadith.   
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It would be highly illogical for us now to independently seek evidences from Quran and Hadith when the cake is 

already baked.  This is an extremely daunting task, which requires years, nay lives of dedication, commitment, 

perseverance and great effort. In fact, many Ahadith are not even at our disposal today. When the tartars invaded 
Baghdad, they burnt down thousands of libraries and destroyed so much literature that the entire river Dajla turned 

black with the ink. This led to the loss to several narrations. Allah, in his infinite mercy, has made it so easy for us 

that we follow such individuals who were the true epitomes of Islamic knowledge. By following these illustrious 
scholars, we can rest assured that ultimately we would be practising on Quran and Hadith. 

  

The above proves how frivolous it is for us now to independently search for proofs directly from the Quran and 

Ahadith. Thus, we will base this entire answer on the principles and methodology of the four madhabs. Since we 

are Hanafies, this answer will mostly be based on the Hanafi madhab with references at times to the other three 
madhaahib.  In addition, it should be kept in mind that this in no way represents all the proofs of the notable 

scholars of the past. 
 

NOTE: 1) Because of the academic nature of this article, we have sufficed by merely mentioning the technical 

terminologies (and not delving into the definitions and implications) of Usool al Fiqh and Usool al Hadith. A 

person researching this issue most probably would be well versed with these terminologies beforehand.  

2) In order to facilitate easier understanding, we have adjusted the translations of some texts slightly without 
altering the meaning. 

3) We have provided the exact Arabic texts for almost all the citations. This will be appreciated by Scholars. 

4) Throughout the article, we have merely sufficed by mentioning the reference, volume and page number of the 
quotations cited. At the end we have included a bibliography which mentions the publishers of the books we 

quoted. This was done to facilitate for easier reading.  

5) Due to the nature of this article we did not hesitate in repeating certain quotations and at times even entire 

paragraphs.  

 

WASHING THE  FEET IN WUDHU 

 
Allah Ta’ala has emphatically mentioned in the Quran, 

 

����� ��	
������� ����� ������	������� ����������� ������� 
 	!"#$�� ����� ���%���& ��'�� ���(��) �*�	+,��  �-.���  ���/�0�1���� ����� ���������2���� ����	3��4���5 ���6�� 

 
“Oh you who believe, when you (intend to) stand for prayer, wash your faces, and your hands up to the elbows, 

and wipe your heads, and WASH YOUR FEET.” (Al Maaidah, 6) 
 

It is clear from the above mentioned verse that it is compulsory to wash the bare foot. This is further corroborated 
by the large amount of Ahadith which are all emphatic and categorical on the washing of the feet. This has led the 

entire Ummah to come to a consensus on the washing of the feet. The great master of Hadith, Haafidh Ibn Hajar Al 

Asqalani (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) mentioned that it is conformed that all those Sahabah who deemed 
the wiping of the feet as permissible retracted from their view (Fath al Bari 1/352). 

 

 72 0�� 8%
9  �:; *5�9 ) =1  /? 352 @A B C%D EF�&( 

�� @H��2 I�� @A� @J�K� LMN O ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N R(�� *P 2 0BS� T�U��U �&� 7+�� @�0P *5 ���P V��; O W & �&� Q� ��S /0X� �
 Y 0P *5� ��P *P Z� [�' \"B L5 6$�� *� �;� *P ]0^� _� Q� `���  �D @H��& I�a� b c�K��� Id
 O Z�e� `f�� LFgB *5 `��2

 [�' *P h����� �-(P ]0i �&� jA�� 

  
 Ibn Abi Layla (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has said, 

  

 72 0�� 8%
9  �:; *5�9 ) =1  /? 352 @A B C%D EF�&( Pg 
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 2�$(� *5 �H13 ̀ ��2 /��k�� I�� ��P ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N Q� W�32 l 6N� mn�   
 

“The Companions of the Prophet of Allah ��3 � @H�P Q� E�N are unanimous (on the compulsion of) washing the 

feet.” (Ibid) 
 

Thus, there now remains no difference amongst the Ahl as Sunnah on this issue. 

 

 7�1��� f�MU 9 ) =1  / ?222( 

�oP m5���� :/%
�o��  %��q  �  �-6�� r�s Z @A�� tC$(� 5 2�-�u� !c��& ��P tLd
���� ��P q���  -H
.   
  

  L��wS� T�f�M%��) =1  / ?346( 

������ E�P \�e1� @Ax5 C$(�� �� �Hky� �y� 8NS 
 ����2� l��P� O ��M�%B�  I�a�� ]z "B�q {��H
 �D��� �  
 

 ? $:�� {)�k�� | �;� 9 ) =2  /? 433( 

I�a�� q��X� {� O 2 $�S� c -k
 /5 \"B Z�  

(At Tafseeraat al Ahmadiyyah) 

THE KHUFF 

 
There is consensus of the Ahl as Sunnah that wiping upon leather socks is permissible. The reason for this 

permissibility is that there is such a large number of Ahadith in which the wiping of leather socks is mentioned that 

it has reached the status of tawatur. Had there not been such a large number of Ahadith on wiping the Khuff, it 
would have not been permissible. The great Hanafi Scholar, Shaykh Abu Bakr Al Jassaas (May Allah Ta'ala have 

mercy on him) mentions, 

 
 ? $:�� {)�k�� | �;� 9 ) =2  /? 440( 

 ��P 8�X� O ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N R(�� *P !�U��%X� 2 i}� q�U _ ��
  (��&  � ��P I�a�� L�}� q��� {� ]0i �& @A� @H
 INS��  Ag��  X /M~�
 8�X� 

 
“The general principle in this matter is that it has been established that the meaning of the verse is to wash (the 

feet) as has preceded. Had the wiping of the khuff not been established through tawatur from Nabi  � @H�P Q� E�N
��3, we would not give consent (to the wiping of the Khuff).” (Ahkam al Quran 3/440)  

 
Mufti Taqi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has also made a similar statement in his Fatawa (1/270) 

 

The great saint and jurist, Hasan Basri (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) mentions that seventy Sahabah 

related to him the narration of wiping on the Khuff. (Al Muheet al Burhani 1/339,  Fath al Bari 1/404, Talkhees al 
Habeer 1/415, At Tamheed 11/37, Al Binayah 1/394, Ghunyah al mutamalli 104 etc.)  Other Scholars suggest that 

the wiping of the khuff has been narrated from eighty Sahabah. Moulana Abdul Hay Al Laknawi (May Allah 
Ta'ala have mercy on him) has quoted the complete narrations of close to fifty Companions in his As Si’aayah 

(1/558-560). Allamah Badr ad Deen Al Ayni (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has indicated to the sources of 

close to sixty Companions in his commentary of Sharh Ma’ani al Athaar (Nukhab al afkaar 1/510-514, Also refer 

to As Si’aayah 1/560-561) and likewise in Al Binayah (1/390-391). He has also mentioned the status of most of 

these narrations. Ibn Munda (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has enumerated the names of eighty Sahabah 
in his ‘At Tidhkirah’ (Ma’arif as sunan 1/332). Likewise, Allamah Sindi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) 
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has gathered the names of all eighty Sahabah including the sources of most of their narrations in his magnum opus, 

Tawaali al Anwaar (Q 297 /Alif-Q 298 /Alif, makhtoot).  

  
Thus, Ibn Hajar (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has stated, 

 

 72 0�� 8%
9  �:; *5�9 ) =1  / ?404( 

U��%� /M~� ��P 8�X� {x5 � My� *� mn ��N �&� �   
   

“A group of Huffaaz have explicitly mentioned that wiping the Khuff is Mutawatir” (Also in Nayl al Awtaar 1/194) 

 

Those Sahabah who initially did not accept the wiping of the khuff have all later retracted their views. Allamah 
Tahtawi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) mentions in his Hashiyyah on Maraaqi al Falah (1/83),  

 

 �"M�� E&��� ��P 7� 6e�� LH� ; 9 ) =1  / ?83( 

LoJ P� !���� ��� Y 0P *5 D L 5 6$�� *P 7�2  ��   �f�� L� -(�� O  �D `r��� �� �-P��2 8N �k
 `2 �A� *� �-(P Q� EK2  
 
“And what is narrated from some Sahabah like Ibn Abbaas, Abu Hurairah and Ayesha (May Allah Ta’ala be 

pleased with them all) that they refuted the wiping of the khuff, it has been authentically proven that they all 
retracted their view” (Hashiyah at Tahtawi ala Al Maraqi 1/83) (Refer to Al Mabsoot 1/92, Nayl al Awtar 1/195, 

Umdah al Qari, Fath bab alinayah 1/121, As Si’aayah 1/562, etc for the proofs of their retraction) 
 

Ibn Abdul Barr (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has mentioned, 

 
 72 �0�� 8H6N ��� 72 k�� !��P 9 )= 3  / ?97(  

� /15 %��� L5 6$�� �J 3� 2 $AS�� *��� -X� *� ��f�� LH0��y�� 2�5 I�� �J 3 /M~� ��P 8�� ��� �0P *5 ��P �5� W &��� c -kM  
 

“All the participants of Badr, Hudaybiyyah and other Muhaajireen and Ansar, (and in fact) all the Sahabah, 
Tabi’een and Fuqaha wiped on the Khuff.”    (Umdah al Qari 3/97, At Tamheed 11/137) 

 

Likewise, it has been narrated from Ibn al Mubarak (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him), 

 

 72 0�� 8%
9  �:; *5�9 ) =1  / ?404( 

 *P 2+(X� *5 IkA�� *5H� W & �2 0X5 6$�� *P /M~� ��P 8�X� O j L \"%B� 

 
“There is no difference of opinion amongst the Sahabah with regards to wiping on the khuff” (Fath al Bari 1/404, 

Nayl al Awtar 1/195)   

 
The above proves that the wiping of the khuff is established through tawaatur which has the potential of making 

taqyeed of (specifying) the Quranic verse. Had there been only one or two narration's from the Prophet ( @H�P Q� E�N
��3 �), then such a few narration’s would not have been sufficient to specify the generality of this Qur'anic verse. 

This is due to Akhbaar-e-Ahaad not being influential enough to specify or abrogate the generality of any verse. 
Allamah Jassas (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) has stated, 

 

 ? $:�� {)�k�� | �;� 9 ) =2  / ?437( 
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�& ��5 �5� W &  R(�� *P /M~� ��P 8�X� ]0i��3 � @H�P Q� E�N  �3�� �5� W & [�+�� � �1�� C��� VH; *� LK M%3Z�� �U��%�� ���� *�
 /M~� ��P 8�X� ��1A VH; *� L5 6$�� *� �;� m
q  �� LK M%3Z� O /M~� ��P 8�X� q�2�D Tq2� �'� L(�� 5 {)�k�� ��A r�s  �� _�

�-(� �;� [o�  R(�� { � O��3 � @H�P Q� E�N 8�� �&  

 

“Wiping the khuffain has been established from Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N through tawaatur and istifaadha in a way 

that it necessitates (firm) knowledge. Thus, Abu Yusuf has said, “It is permissible to abrogate the Quran through 
the Sunnah if it is narrated as the wiping of the khuffain has been transmitted through istifaadha. To the best of our 

knowledge, no Sahabi objected on the wiping of the khuff or doubted that Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N wiped.” (Ahkam al 

Quran, Similar statements of Imam Abu Yusuf can also be found in Al Mabsoot, 1/92, Al Ikhtiyaar 1/37, Badaa’i 

as sanaa’i 1/77, Majma al anhur 1/45, Ghunyah al mutamalli 104) 

 

Furthermore, some Scholars proved wiping on the khuff with the Qirat of reciting ���2���������  (with a kasra) in the 

verse, 

 

����� ��	
������� ����� ������	������� ����������� ������� 
 	!"#$�� ����� ���%���& ��'�� ���(��) �*�	+,��  �-.���  ���/�0�1���� ����� ���������2���� ����	3��4���5 ���6�� 

 

(Tafseeraat al Ahmadiyyah 347, Tafseer Ibn Katheer 2/25, Badaa’i Sanaa’i 1/76, 78, Tawaali al Anwaar Q 

298/Alif; makhtoot, As Si’aayah 1/558 etc)  
 

However, many Scholars did not accept this istidlaal. (Al Binayah (1/393), Tabyeen al Haqaaiq (1/137), Fath Allah 

al maeen (1/99), Al Bahr ar raaiq (1/165), Tawaali al Anwaar (Q 295/Baa, Q 298/Alif makhtoot), Ghunyah al 

mutamalli (1/107), As Si’aayah (1/566) etc) The reason for this is that the verse clearly mentions �/�0�1���� �����, and 

there is total consensus that the amount of wiping a khuff does not reach till their ankles. (As Si’aayah 1/566, 

Majma al Anhur 1/45, Tawaali al Anwaar Q 298/Alif; makhtoot etc) 
 

It will be ideal to conclude this chapter with a passage from the great commentary of Saheeh Al Bukhari, Umdah al 

Qari, which clearly indicates the position of our Pious Predecessors on the issue of wiping the khuff. The Author, 

Allamah Badr ad deen Al Ayni says, 

 

) 72 �0�� 8H6N ��� 72 k�� !��P 9 )= 3  / ?97( 

�~� ]� &� W d�� h�%0X� Z � `��(� Z� /M~� ��P 8�X� r��� @ H
� C; N W &� r�s Z =2 ) mJ��0�� ( c -kM�� L� P � (P gJ � /M~� ��P 8�X�
2�5 /103 ]D2q� W & @A� 7�$0�� *�y� *P 7�2� W & b Ld
���� W�& ��� r�s Z @A� Y 0P *5� *P 7�2  �H� Z� L5 6$�� L� P��� *�  

X� ��A� /%(~� C�� /�Ho�� IdMA *� W k
 LP �u�� L(��� I�� �J��� *� LMH(; �5� `)2 �+�� /M~� ��P 8�X� ��� �-�D L5 6$�� 8�
 0D ��P �q2 q�6u� { �
 2 -(�� c�K I^� �c � �; 8�X 5 ]�&  � W & @A� @(P 7�2� V�^X� �1� �u� +H0A |�� Z� /M~� ��P L 5 6$�� 2

%� _ L�S�� /M~� ��P 8�X� ��� Z *� ��P �M��� \ B� EB���� W & �+�� LP�5 { �
 xe~� �� �� �� @%0�A� �-(P � 1U Q� EK2 {� ��
 �03 E�P *P L������  � x
 �-(P � 1 U Q� EK2 LoJ P� Y 0P *5�� E�P *P [�' L���D c �  ��� Ek-H0�� W &� 8�� Q� W�32 8�X 5 l %���

5�  ��� @(P � 1U Q� EK2 E�P ��P [�' ��1 5 ]� ;�  ��  -(P ]0̂ 
 LoJ P  ��� @�^� ]0 �̂ W�N�� q (3�5 @(P [�' ��� ��
 /M~� ��P Y 0P *
O � &r�u� W &� @H�� m�2 ]0i  ��
 !�J X� W�gA �15 ��3� @H�P � 1U Q� ��N R(�� 8�� ]0̂ � _ /; @��D  ��
  ) T P�K�X� l %D ( 2  �A�

2� L���P l+D W & c eP ��5  X @A� 7�2� L���P ��P `2��� {S 8$U ��
 Y 0P *5� *P L������  ��� � � ��� W &�  -(P ]5 i f� LoJ P 7�
 O� �-15 U �; ]F ��
 /M~� ��P 8�X� O Y (�� �� � Y 0P *5� { D W & @A� c eP *P ) �aX� (�& *5Z 8�X� *� R�& O jH� �w� W & L��

�� {S I�a�� *� �1� Id
� 8�X� W & @A� @(P 7�2� ��1
�� _  �� Q� W�32 �� ��1
2  � Q� W�32 l 6N� *P  �̂�; {�152� @H
 cE� R(
 O� � 63�� ��y�� R1o�� C�+� �+�� IdM�� ��0��  �� @5 6N�� ) LHM(y� L���� (%�� @H
 2 0BS�*��  P�%0� { D `�� _ *� {� �; LdHM  *�Pg 
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� r�s Z @A�  ��;� W��&� @H
 [� � *P� @U�� �(P W & @A� [� � *P �+� I^� R��k�� ��;� �2��x� { D� LFg1� 5 +B� 8�F _ b )̀2 "N� 8�X
 ......…@(P ��� *5 *�y� L���2 O�  H5 6N {�i"i� L103 @ H
 �w� *P ���HX� W  &�  O 2 �g0�� @� & �+D� {�152�)`�(��(  �;� � ; *5� W &�

 O�  H5 6N {�152��)\���S�(   H5 6N {�103 @5 �i�; *�y� *P 

 
“The (Hadith) shows the permissibility of wiping the khuff. No one rejects it except an innovator who is astray. The 

Khawaarij say it is not permissible. The author of ‘Al Badaa’i’ has said, “Wiping the Khuffain is permissible 

according to all the Fuqaha and all the Sahabah except a few; it is narrated from Ibn Abbaas that it is not 
permissible and this is the opinion of the Rafidha.”He thereafter mentioned, “And it is narrated from Hasan Basri 

that he said, “I saw seventy Badri Sahabis; all of whom regarded the wiping of the khuff (as permissible).” Thus 

Imam Abu Hanifa regarded it as a condition to be from the Ahl as Sunnah as he mentioned, “We prefer Shaykhain 
(i.e. the caliphate of Abu Bakr and Umar), we maintain love for the two son in laws (i.e. Uthmaan and Ali), we 

regard the wiping of the Khuff (as permissible) and we do not regard nabeedh as impermissible.” It is also 
narrated that he (Imam Abu Hanifa) mentioned, “I did not express an opinion on wiping the khuff until it appeared 

to me as the brightness of the day.” Hence rejecting it would be a refutation on senior Sahabah (May Allah Ta’ala 

have mercy on them) and it would be attributing an error to them. Thus, (rejecting it) is an innovation. 
ImamKarkhi said, “I FEAR KUFR ON THE ONE WHO DOES NOT VIEW THE WIPING OF KHUFFAIN AS 

PERMISSIBLE.” The Ummah does not differ that Nabi ��3 �  @H�P Q� ��N also wiped….” (Umdah al Qari 3/97, a 

very similar text is also mentioned in Badaai as sanaai 1/77) 

   

THE DEFINITION AND CONDITIONS OF A KHUFF 

We have learnt from the above that it is permissible to wipe on a khuff. It is essential now to define a Khuff in light 
of what has been explained by our illustrious Jurists.  

 

Allamah Ibn Nujaim (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has classified the technical meaning of a khuff as 

follows,  

 

) �J���� �60�� 9 ) =1  / ?164( 

��P $
 /01��� �U ��� ��u� *� +�%��� �3� h�o�� O �~��  �� �y� @5   
  

“A khuff is the name of (a sock) made from skin (leather) which covers the ankles and the portion above it and the 

portion connected to it.” (Al Bahr ar Raaiq 1/164) 

 
Similarly, Allamah Yusuf Binnori (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has classified a khuff thus, 

 

*(��� \2 1� 9 ) =1  / ?333( 

�o� {� f� *� |�k� 5 "$%� ��P $
 /01��� �U ��� `�� �� ��u� *� +�%��� �3� h�o�� O �~�   
  

“A khuff is made from leather etc. and covers the ankles and the portion above it. It remains attached to the foot 

and (it is so strong) that water cannot penetrate through it.” (Ma’arif as Sunan 1/333) 

 
Allamah Yusuf Saheb (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) thereafter presented a couplet to show that the khuff 

used to be so strong that people of the past used it (independently) as shoes. (ibid)    
 

As for the conditions of wiping on a Khuff, our illustrious Fuqaha suggested the following: 

  
1) It should cover the entire ankle 
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7�(&����� Wr��(�� 7� %
 9 ) =1  /? 57 (  
�  7+�� �~�C1��� �%��  
 

 !r � *5� *���� { ��5 | ��� � ���� �H��9 ) =1  /? 342(  
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 2  %�X� 2��� 9 ) =1  /?261(  
) @6�� ��� ( W�S� 2��� Li"i ) �U 3 @A�D ( I�a�� £�
 I� ) |�k�� C1��� m�( 

 

 /1X� Q� 8%
)98(  
�� � 9�~� 7� 9 ¤ P�� C1��� �%��  �  

    
This condition is accepted by the Imams of all four Madhabs. (Al Mousoo’ah al fiqhiyyah al Kuwaitiyyah 37/364) 

 

2) A person should be able to travel and continuously walk with the khuff for three miles without them 
tearing.  

 
 !r � *5� *���� { ��5 | ��� � ���� �H��9 ) =1  /? 342(  
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  �-H
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| �;S� q���� 9 ) =1  / ?41( 

 

The Imams of all four Madhahib agree that the khuff should be so strong that a person can walk with it. However, 

they differ on the distance. Hanafies opine that a person should be able to walk for a farsakh (3 miles). Malikies 

believe that it should be such that normally a person can walk with it without it slipping off. Shafies assert that the 
sock should be so strong that a person can carry out his basic chores in the stipulated time of a khuff (i.e. one day 

and night for a muqeem and three days and three nights for a Musafir). Hambalies suggest that the khuff should be 
such that usually a person can continuously walk with it without it slipping off the foot. (Al Mousoo’ah al 

fiqhiyyah al Kuwaitiyyah 37/364) The great Hanafi jurist, Moulana Anwar Shah al Kashmiri (May Allah Ta’ala be 

pleased with him) was also of the view that the amount of walking is not specified. A person should be able to 

continuously walk without the sock slipping of. (Al Arf ash Shadhi 1/131) 

 
3) Both socks should independently be free from holes to the extent of three of the smallest toes. 

 

 � d� � 2�A9 ) =1  / ?47(  
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 |�k�� m5 N� �aN� *� m5 N� ©"i 2�& ��B *P  �-(� ID ��B m5�����  

 

2 %�X� 2 H%BZ 5 h�0eX� 7�%M��  9 ) =1  /? 38( 

 t@U�; ��P �B ID ���B m�ª� t2 a$�� I���� m5 N� *� m5 N� Li"i 2��k� @(� /0� ��B @H
 �B ��P r�s Z� 

 

J ky� /H0U � 9 ) =1  / ?145( 

 Q� @w2 W & ) @1(F f0��� ��~�� ( Q� @w2 W & L
 M�� D 2 $
 @1� EoX� L0«��� *�F Z @AS 8�X� m(F 7� ) |�k�� m5 N� ©"i 2�& ���
  ��aN� (kH
  ��^D� ©" �̂�� m5 NS� �� |�k�� O INS� {S  ��aN� |�k�� m5 N� ©"i 2�& f0��� ��~� 7� �aNS 5 2 0%PZ�� I��� | k� |�
� H%;"�  

  
 �J���� �60��9 ) =1  / ?175( 

  @��& ) @1(F f0��� ��~�� ( O I�1%�� W�S� {�  �-(H5 T� M%��� ��
 *� ©"^5 c ^��� ]z *� Lek(5 c 0� 5 r�s �M$%�X� O �($X� W &
� *P W�k(� � ^��� L�$M(X� O � ^��� L�$%X� LH���� `� *���� 2�5 f0� �� _ 1� 

 `� f^� �� ��~� ���&  -(�� L1��� *P !2 0P I1ª� L�k�� \"B !�^��� {� l�aX� O� 

  
 2  %�X� 2��� 9 ) =1  / ?273( 

  ) f0��� ��~�� ( L^�^� �� !�;�¬ ) �� NS� |�k�� m5 N� ©"i 2�& ��� ( L�i ¥ m5 Nx5 �%1�  -P�ek��  � ��5 ) @1(F ( �B @&�
 {��� { � Z�
�2 0D ��� ©"^�� �%P� ��
 @%z  � ���� @0kP� @15 N� f� ��P ��~� �� �+�� @H�P 8��H
 ����� �� �B) 

  
 �"M�� E&��� ��P 7� 6e�� LH� ; 9 ) =1  / ?83(  

 mA � ��§  &��¨ {��� Z {�� 

 
As mentioned above, Hanafies give consent to holes lesser than the size of three toes. Likewise, Malikies also give 

a leeway for miniature holes. On the contrary, Shafies and Hambalies stipulate that the khuff should be totally free 

from all holes. Hence, according to them it will not be permissible to wipe on such khuffs which possess even 
small holes (less than the size of three toes). (Al Mousoo’ah al fiqhiyyah al Kuwaitiyyah 37/365) The reason for 

this is that if there are holes, then water would inevitably seep through to the feet. In this manner a person will be 

combining the action of wiping and washing. Furthermore, the very reason for wearing a khuff will be forfeited as 
mentioned in Ghunya al mutamalli (1/113). However, Hanafies and Malikies assert that when using the socks for 

ones daily chores, it would be difficult to protect it from small holes; hence the leeway. 

 

4) It should be able to remain on the leg without being tied or fastened. 

  

 � d� � 2�A9 ) =1  /? 47(  
 �� f� *� /����� ��P  �-D ��%3� j� ~��   

  
 2��AS� m����) �294  /¨ c 0����e (  

 �� f� *� @�M(5 [��%�� {� �~� E�P 8�X� ���  
  

| �;S� q���� 9 ) =1  / ?41( Pg 
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5) The khuff should be such that if water is poured over it, it would not absolve the water. 

 

 � d� � 2�A9 ) =1  /47( 

��u� �� c X� W�N�  �-1(� 

 

 L�q��� �� %
 9 ) =5 /? 197(  
  

| �;S� q���� 9 ) =1  / ?41( 

 
This condition has also been accepted by Shafies. (Al Haawi al kabeer 1/725) 

 
Furthermore, Malikies assert that the Khuff has to be from leather. (Al Khulasa al fiqhiyyah of Al Qarwi 1/37, Al 
Qawanin al fiqhiyyah 1/30) Hambalies opine that the skin under should not be visible because of the thickness of 

the sock. (Al Mousoo’ah al fiqhiyyah al Kuwaitiyyah 37/367) 

 
(The conditions quoted from Nur al Idhaa have also been narrated by Allamah Tahtawi in his hashiyyah on Durr al 

mukhtaar 1/137 and likewise in Tawaali al anwaar Q 294/Alif, makhtoot)  

 

Although these conditions are not mentioned emphatically in any hadith, our illustrious Fuqaha have studied the 

khuffs worn in the time of Sahabah and concluded that it fulfilled these conditions. Hence, they ruled that in order 

for masah to be valid it is imperative that it fulfils these conditions. Otherwise, any person with the least amount of 
knowledge will wear socks which he thinks fulfils the definition of ‘thick’; this will of course lead to much 

confusion. It should be noted that no classical Scholar or Jurist ever objected to these conditions. Thus, we should 

not worry much if any contemporary objects to any of these conditions.    

  
THE JAWRAB 

 
The mention of a Jawrab appears in at least five narrations. There are also narrations of close to fourteen 

Companions who used to wipe on a Jawrab.  This has beguiled a few contemporaries to believe that wiping on thin 

cotton and material socks are permissible. However, by exploring the definition of a jawrab one will find that the 

explanation of a Jawrab is rather vast. Hereunder we would examine the narrations which prove that Nabi  Q� E�N
��3 � @H�P wiped on a Jawrab. Thereafter, we will mention the definition of a jawrab according to the Jurists and 

linguistics.  

 

AHADITH ON THE WIPING OF A JAWRAB 

 

The following five Sahabah are the narrators of the Ahadith which shows that Nabi N��3 � @H�P Q� ��  wiped on a 

Jawrab: 

1) Bilal (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) 

2) Abu Musa Al Ashari (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) 

3) Anas (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) 

4) Muaz bin Jabal (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) 
5) Al Mughirah bin Shuba (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) 

 
1) The narration of Bilal (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) is as follows,  Pg 
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1063 –  W"5 *P !�:P *5 C1D *P ��H� �� *5� *P q �r �� *5 ��g� *P IHd
 *5�  (i �� �i�; E1HD��� ��P *5 �w� *5 �H���5�  (i�;
Q� EK2 W & @(P  :/52�u�� /M~� ��P 8�F ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N Q� W�32 { D  ) O ���e�� @��B� f0��� �:1X�– ) =1  / ?350(  �

 W & L����� C$A E1��g��9 ) =1  / ?186( »q �r �� *5 ��g�� .��P� Q�� t��$�� ��  �-%0�A m� t{ M1d%�� ��H� �� *5��.« 

 

“Nabi Q� E�N��3 � @H�P  used to wipe on his khuffs and Jawrab.”(Narrated by Imam At Tabrani in Al Mujam al 

Kabeer) 

 

RESPONSE TO THIS NARRATION 

 
There are two narrators in the chain of narration of this hadith who are weak, viz. Yazid bin Abi Ziyaad and Ibn 

Abi Layla. (Nasb ar raayah 1/186) 

 
NOTE: This Hadith is only mentioned with one tareeq in the Mu’jam of At Tabrani and not with two as Imam 
Zayla’i (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has mentioned in Nasb ar raayah (1/186). Ibn Hajar (May Allah 

Ta'ala be pleased with him) has merely relied on this statement of Imam Zayla’i (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 
him) without going to look if there were really two different tareeqs in the Mujam of Imam Tabrani. The tareeq of 

which Ibn Hajar, in his Ad Diraayah (1/60), remarked that the narrators are authentic is the second tareeq. Hence, 

this hadith still remains weak. Even if we do accept that this second tareeq is also in Mujam al kabeer, then too, the 
narrator Amash is a mudallis and narrates this hadith mu’ananan. Furthermore, Ibn Hajar (May Allah Ta'ala have 

mercy on him) merely said that the narrators are authentic; he did not say that this hadith is authentic. Allamah 
Mubarakpuri mentions this and says, 

     

 7'�;S� LMz9 ) =1  / ?281(  
 T ki �-�D W"5 V��; *� W�S� �(��� W �2 {� O [� Z ]�&   
  L��0k� f� j��X� L(1(P� L(1(1� 5 ��y� *P `��2� j��� @A� ]
�P �&� °�PS� �-H
 *��� T ki �(��� W �2 {�D *� |g�� Z @A� 2�kU �&�

V��y� L6N   
 

“…It has been established that it does not mean if the narrators are strong the hadith is authentic.”(Tuhfa al 

Ahwadhi 1/281) 
 

2) The narration of Abu Musa al Asha’ri (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is narrated as follows, 

  

 1108  9 5 ��HP  (i�; W & �M1� �5�  (i�; W & �w�  (i�; *P 7�1�S� lr�P *5 *w��� �0P *5 � 6d�� *P { (3 *5 ��HP *P jA�� *
 W & 7�1�S� �3�� �� : L� �1��� /�1(��� /52�u� ��P 8��
 c�K�5 Q� W�32 ]HU� ) O ���e�� @��B� �3�S� �:1X� 9 ) =2  / ?24 

2�q /��y� – !�� k�� (»W & � � �3�� �� *P V��y� �+� ���� Z��HP @5 q�MU q (3 � �+± Z«  @((3 O q��q �5� @H�� 2 �� � 9 ) =1  / ?
61(  W & �»��k� 5 Z� I$%X 5 jH�� « @��B� �+D � @� � *5�((3@  9 ) =1  / ?186(  ��Ek-H0�  O����� *(���  9 ) =1  / ?284 ( �

 & W» (3 *5 ��HP� �3�� ²� *� @P ³ ]0^� _ *w��� �0P *5 � 6d��@5 ´%µ Z �H1K { . *5 Y 01�� �5�  (i�; ¶
 y� Q� �0P �5�  A�B��
 W�k� /1� *5 ·µ ]1³ W & ��� *5 Y 01��  (i�; l�k1� :�H1K { (3 *5 ��HP.« �  @M1K�E�Hk1�  @���B�5O  f0��� c M1d�� 9 ) =7  /

 ?36(   
  
“I brought water to Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N to perform ablution. He wiped on his Jawrabs, shoes and turban.” 

(Narrated by Ibn Majah, At Tabrani, Al Bayhaqi and Abu Dawood indicated towards it)  

 
Pg 
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(NOTE: 1) This hadith is not found in the common Indian prints of Ibn Majah (See the chapter of wiping the 

Jawrab (1/42); there is no mention of this Hadith there). Likewise, Imam Zayla’i (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 

him) also mentions that he did not find this narration in his manuscript of Ibn Majah and neither did Ibn Asakir 

(May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) attribute this hadith to Ibn Majah in his ‘Atraaf’.(Nasb ar Raayah 1/185) 

However, Allamah Zayla’i (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) does acknowledge that this hadith could be in 

some manuscripts of Ibn Majah. He also mentions that Ibn al Jawzi too attributed this hadith to Ibn Majah. The 

great master of hadith, Hafidh Ibn Hajar (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) has also quoted this hadith from 
Ibn Majah in his Ad Dirayah (Printed with Al Hedayah pg 60)  This hadith is also quoted in the Dar al fikr print of 

Ibn Majah. And Allah Ta’ala knows best. 
 

RESPONSE TO THIS NARRATION 
 

Imam Abu Dawood (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has mentioned that the chain of this narration is not 

continuous and neither is it strong. Imam Bayhaqi explains that the narrator Dhahaak bin Abdur Rahman did not 

meet Abu Musa and Esa bin Sinaan is a weak narrator. The Salafi Scholar, Allamah Mubarakpuri mentions the 

names of the following great Scholars who remarked that Esa bin Sinaan is weak: 

• Imam Ahmad (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

• Yahya bin Ma’een (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

• Abu Zur’a (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

• Abu Hatim (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

• Imam Nasai (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

• Ibn Khiraash (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) (Tuhfah al Ahwadhi 1/280) 
 

The names of the following Scholars could further be added to the above list: 

• Abu Hazim (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Al-U'qaili (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Al-Saji (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Ibn Hajar (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Al-Dhahabi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Ibn Abi Shaiba (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

 

Some recent ‘Scholars’ tried to prove the authenticity of this hadith by claiming that Dhahaak was a contemporary 

of Abu Musa (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him). Allamah Mubarakpuri (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with 
him) replies to this by saying, 

 

 7'�;S� LMz9 ) =1  / ?280(  
 � 6d�� h ³ ]0i {�
 { (3 *5 ��HP �1K L HA �̂�� h ekAZ� ��S� @M1d� /%�P 2�D+X� �3�� �� V��; O {� ̀ f�� q��q �5� �D' ]�& *�

2�-oX� �3�� �� V��; �1d� LH
 D E�� LHA ^�� �k0U� ��S� L�1�� mMU�U �3�� ��   
  

“Imam Abu Dawood and others mentioned that there are two defects which render this narration weak; the first is 
the non continuity of the chain and the second is the weakness of Esa bin Sinaan. Consequently, even if (we accept) 

that Dhahaak did hear from Abu Musa (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him), then too only the first defect is 

eliminated, the second defect will still be present which is sufficient to render the hadith weak.”  (Tuhfah al 

Ahwadhi 1/280) 

 
Furthermore, these recent day ‘scholars’ tried to authenticate this narration by saying that Ibn Maeen (May Allah 

Ta'ala be pleased with him) regarded Esa bin Sinaan as authentic. To this Allamah Mubarakpuri replied, 

   

¸� /1� *5� �w� @M1K {�gHX� O R�+�� W & @M1K  d�� /1� *5 {� @HM
  C�+-%�� C�+¹ O ¶
 y� W &�  /� /1� *5 *P L0H� *5 l�k1� W &
 MA) ]
�P  �D V��y� �H1K /1� *5 *P LP n W &� V��y�  Pg 
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“Imam Dhahabi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) has mentioned in Al Meezaan that Imam Ahmad and Ibn 

Maeen (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on them) regarded Esa bin Sinaan as weak. Haafidh Ibn Hajar (May Allah 
Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentions in At Tahdheeb that Yaqoub bin Abi Shaybah narrates from Ibn Ma’een that 

he is layyin al hadith. A group (of Scholars) narrated from Ibn Maeen that Esa IS DHAEEF as you have just seen.”  

(Tuhfah al Ahwadhi 1/280) 

 
2) The narration narrated by Anas (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is as follows, 

 

�5�  A�B� tL�� jº� /i"i� ]3 L(3 E��k�� ·µ *5 ��� EK k��  A�B� t!gX 5 �H��� *5 ���  A�B� t�H�y��0P *5 �w�  A�B�  E�P �3 k��
W & jA�  (i�; tI��e�� �3��  (i�; tL���� *5 ���  (i�; t]5 i *5 �w� CHe�� �5�  A�B� tE�P *5 L6��  A�B� t@HkM�� ��� *5 : W�32 ]��2

{"1(��  �-H�P /52�u� ��P 8�F ��3� @H�P Q� ��N Q�. ) q��a5 ��2 U O CHe~� @��B 9 ) =3  / ?306(  �+D � f3 O R�+�� `��2
 c"0(�� |"P�9 ) =17  / ?480 ( W & �»¢��� *� @A� �Pr t Lk 5̂ jH� �3�� *�� t (� EP �U V��; �+�«( 

  
“I saw Nabi Q� E�N��3 � @H�P  wiping jawrabs upon which there were shoes.” (Narrated by Al Khateeb in Taarikh 

al Baghdad and by Ad Dhahabi in Siyar A’alaam an nubala) 
 

RESPONSE TO THIS NARRATION 
 

The narrator Musa bin Abdullah At Taweel narrates this narration. Ibn Hibbaan (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with 
him) has said that this narrator fabricates things against Anas (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) (Meezan al 

I’tidaal 6/547, also see Lisaan al meezan 6/122). Ibn Adi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) has termed him 

as majhool. (Al Kaamil fi Dhu’afah ar rijaal 6/351)  

 
3) As for the hadith of Muaz (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) it is narrated as follows, 

 

��P *5 Q� �0P /5 m&� W & q�3Z� *P �H���5� *P 2�$(� *P 72�^�� { HM3  (i�; W & c eP *5 L�� 1�  (i�; W & q��q *5 �w�  (i�;�  /5�
~� ��P 8�X� O ' 1� /5� @(H5 { D  �P @�x�
 @Hk�
 @�x3 
 � 5� ��� ' 1� W k
 Q� �0P @H�P ��Ax
 8�X� O !�� o� I0� *5 ' 1� ��P W k
 /M

 I1(�� ����� l2�u�� L� �1�� 2�D ��P� /M~� ��P 8�F �$;� Z � ��3� @H�P Q� ��N Q� W�32 ]��2 [(� @k
� ' 1� Q� �01�) @��B�
 E�Hk1�� �� O c M1df0���9 ) =4  / ?1333( W & b 7�B� L���2 7�2 � » � W�N� Z IH���5  -�D ̀ +��«   *P W &�5 L�� 1� 7�$5 c eP *

»`�^D� ��P m5 %� Z  �� fD (� @ �̂�; O `f�� 72�^�� *P 2�k�� ��� { D« O R�+�� E�Hk1�� *P `q2�� �  W ���� �kA O W��%PZ� {�gH� 9 ) =
6  / ?458(  *P W & � 72�^�� { HM3 *P 7�$0�� c eP *5 L�� 1�»@H
 ���U «A b Ik W�&�Hk1��d�� �»A��  MA) �� 7+�� E   {�gHX� { �� 9 
) =6  / ?58(  
  

“Aswad (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentions that a dispute took place between Abdullah bin Umar 
and Muaz bin Jabal with regards to wiping; Abdullah bin Umar rejected it. Muaz suggested, “Meet your father 

(Umar) and ask him.” Abdullah bin Umar enquired from his father regarding the issue which he had a difference 

with Muaz i.e. wiping on a khuff. Umar (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) responded to Abdullah, “Muaz is 

more learned than you, I saw Nabi �P Q� E�N��3 � @H  an innumerable amount of times wiping his khuff, folds of the 

turban, jawrab and shoe lace.” (Narrated by Uqaili)  

 

RESPONSE TO THIS NARRATION 
 
This hadith is weak because of a narrator Muawiyyah bin Ataa Al Basri (Ad Dhuafa of Uqaili 4/1333, Meezan al 

I’tidaal 6/458, also see Lisan al meezan 6/58). Allamah Uqaili has mentioned that there is no basis for this hadith. 
(Adh Dhu’afa al kabeer 4/1333) Pg 
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4) Finally, we come to the hadith of Mughira (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) which is the most 

famous on this subject. The hadith is as follows, 
 

99  9  W & L01� *5 !faX� *P IH0;�� *5 I�g� *P jH& �� *P { HM3 *P mHD�  (i�; Z & {"H� *5 q��� � q (�  (i�; : Q� ��N R(�� xK�U
 /�1(��� /52�u� ��P 8��� ��3 � @H�P)� @��B� �+D � 8H6N *�; V��; �+� W & � 7+��%�� @��B� @6H6N { 0; *5   9 ) =4  / ?

167(  � @((3 q��q �5� @��B� 9 ) =1  / ?61 ( W & �» ¼(�� {� !faX� *P \��1X� {S V��y� �+± ©�µ Z ��-� *5 *w��� �0P { D 9
��3� @H�P Q� ��N9 /M~� ��P 8��.«  ����� *(��� O Ek-H0�� `��2 �9 ) =1  / ?283 ( ��5 O C(�� b ��5 �+D � @H�P |"���

 @ H�P |"����($�  7'�;S� LMz9 ) =1  /? 279 (7�2 � � V��y� �+�  d�@� � *5� ((3@ 9 ) =1  / ?185(  � �w� O�(��`  9 ) =
4  / ?252 (O ���e�� �  �3�S� �:1X�– ) =3  / ?112( �  f0���– ) =20  / ?415( �L0H� �� *5�  OM($�@ 9 ) =14  / ?

234(  
 

“Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� E�N performed ablution and wiped on his jawrab and shoes.” (Narrated by Imam Tirmidhi, Ibn 

Hibbaan, Abu Dawood, Ibn Majah, Al Bayhaqi, Ahmad, At Tabrani, Ibn Abi Shaba and others) 
 

Although Imam Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibbaan (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on both of them) regarded this hadith as 

authentic, the vast majority of Muhaddithoon regarded this hadith as weak. The reason for this is firstly, this hadith 

contradicts the Quran (washing the feet). Imam Muslim (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) has emphatically 

stated that we will not leave the apparent meaning of the Quran (i.e. washing the feet) for a narration narrated by 

the likes of Abu Qais and Huzail. (Sunan al kubra 1/283). Secondly, the narrator, Abu Qais contradicts almost all 

the other narrators of this hadith. The greatest teacher of Imam Bukhari (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him), 
Imam Ali bin al Madini (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) said that all the People of Madinah, Kufa and 

Basra narrate this hadith. However, only Huzail makes mention of the wiping of the Jawrab contradicting all these 

(great) People. (ibid) Imam Muslim (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) regarded this hadith as weak and said 
that (the narrators) Abu Qais al Audi and Huzail bin Shurahbeel are not fit to go against other great students who 

narrated this hadith from Mughirah. They all narrated it by only mentioning the wiping of a khuff (and not making 

any mention of wiping the Jawrab.) (ibid) Moulana Anwar Shah al Kashmiri (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 

him) said that this narration is mentioned through seventy chains, all which mentions the wiping of the kuff. Hence, 

there has to be some wahm (doubt) in this narration. (Faydh al Bari 1/269) Yahya bin Ma’een (May Allah Ta'ala be 
pleased with him) also complained that everyone narrates this hadith by mentioning the wiping of the khuff besides 

Abu Qais. (ibid) 
 
Amongst the great Scholars who weakened this hadith, Imam Bayhaqi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has 

mentioned the names of the following: 

• Imam Sufyaan at Thawri (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Abdur Rahman bin Mahdi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him). 

• Ahmad bin Hambal  (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)   

• Yahya bin Maeen (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Ali bin Madeeni (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

• Muslim bin Hajjaaj (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

 

These are much greater Scholars than Imam Tirmidhi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) and Ibn Hibbaan 

(who authenticated this narration). Imam Nawawi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentions that these are 

such great Scholars that if only one of them had to go against Imam Tirmidhi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 

him); we should prefer his verdict over that of Imam Tirmidhi. Moreover, (in the principles of hadith) a criticism is 
preferred over an authentication (Tuhfah al Ahwadhi 1/279). 

 

 Likewise, it is mentioned in Ma’arif as sunan (1/348) 
 

Pg 
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) *(��� \2 1�9 )= 1  /? 348( 

 @(� *M�� �+� O  Ax� m
2� �  ��& �32� �� *� @�P� *�� � ̀ f� � 7+��%�� @66N  
 
“Even though Imam Tirmidhi etc. authenticated this narration; however Scholars who are more competent and 

have higher status in this field have criticized it.”(Ma’arif as Sunan 1/348) 

 

Imam Nawawi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) further mentions that all the huffaaz of hadith agree that 

this hadith is weak, hence the verdict of Imam Tirmidhi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) cannot be accepted. 

(Tuhfah al Ahwadhi 1/279)     

 
Some people who attributed themselves to being Scholars of hadith tried to authenticate this narration by saying 

that Abu Qais is not contradicting the other narrators; rather he is merely mentioning something extra. To this, the 

Salafi Scholar, Allamah Mubarakpuri replied, 
 

) 7'�;S� LMz 9 ) =1  / ?279( 

1(��� /52�u� ��P 8�� ¶M�5 !faX� *P I�g� *P 7�f
  1Hn �-M� � jH& �5�� /M~� ��P 8�� ¶M�5 !faX� *P ���2 �-�D Y (�� {� ��
 /�
2 �� �1A ���2  � �� B I5 ���2  � ��P qg� '�� `��2  � ��P ��J�r ���� ��2 @A� W k� {� 8$� /�1(��� /52�u�� /M~� ��P 8�� ¶M�5 ��

��M%
 jH�
 jH�   

�'�
 ]
�P �+� @�D �-« [� {� �^D� L�JS� *� I�� V��y� ����; ��P �+� V��y� @Ax5 �H1K m� ��� _ ��A��� /�
 � *P L�x�� !q �r Lk �̂� 
�-��6
 7�(P Q�� U� 1 ��P� |�k� ��P ��; 7+��%�� @Ax5 *�; 8H6N  

 
 

“Everyone narrates this from Mughirah saying that Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� E�N wiped on his khuff and Abu Qais differs 

with all of them and narrates it from Huzail who narrates it from Mughirah with the words ‘he wiped on his 

jawrabs and shoes’. He is not merely adding, rather he is contradicting what all the others narrated. Yes, if he 
narrated it saying ‘he wiped on his khuff, Jawrabs and shoes’ it would have been correct to say that he was merely 

mentioning something more than the others. But since he did not narrate it like that, the ruling will not be in this 
way. Ponder over this carefully. Once you understood all this it becomes apparent for you that the vast majority of 

Scholars passed the verdict that this hadith is weak although they were not ignorant of the ruling regarding where 
a strong narrator merely adds something. Thus, their verdict according to me-and Allah Ta’ala knows best-would 

be preferred over the verdict of Tirmidhi that this hadith is good and authentic.”(Tuhfa al Ahwadhi 1/279) 

 
Furthermore, some have tried to use the following hadith narrated by Abu Bakr Ismaili in his Mujam (163; 327) as 

a corroboration for the hadith of Mughirah, 

 

=�B� �5� ��5 E�HP ³ � O �:1� @B�H� :163  )327  (W & ) : (i�;  0P� { w��� *5 ��� *5 /�y� *5 Y�q�� Ee3���� �5� ��5 t *� 
@»M; c"��  .W &  :]1³ �w� *5 { (3 t W�k�  :]1³ 0P� { w��� *5 7�-� t W�k�  :7�(P *P !faX� *5 L01� Li"i �oP ¤ ^��; O 8�X� 

P�� /M~� .W k
 �w� E&2���� :;�(i  ��g� *5 t{�2 � *P q��q *5 �� t�(� *P �� tLH� 1 �� *P L � d
 *5 ���P ����g�� t *P !faX� *5 L01�  :
)){� E�0(�� 9 ��N Q� @H�P ��3� 9 xK�U 8��� �P� /52�u� /�1(��� ( t W &  :��
 *�� `�(P �%� 
 (.  

 

“Nabi  @H�P Q� E�N��3 �  performed ablution and wiped upon his socks and shoes.” 

 

However, there are three reasons for this narration holding no weight, 
1) The teacher of Ismaili is not known (majhool). Also, Ismaili did not pass any verdict on him neither did he 

narrate any other hadith from him. 

2) This same hadith with the same chain is narrated in ‘Al Mujam al kabeer’ of Imam Tabrani and Ithaaf al 
khiyarah al maharah as follows, Pg 
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�� ���P *5 L� d
 *P LH� 1�� �� *P �(� �� *5 q��q  A� {�2 � *5 ��g�  (i 2 e1�� �M1� *5 j�2q�  (i�; W & L01� *5 !faX� *P ����g :»   (D

 W k
 @%10U 
 @�½� O ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N R(�� m� : ]�k
 ¾ Y (�� ]D�U *�� : �P �2��%
 C�' b W½
 @%�;�2 ¿ Ax
 �+D� �+D { �¬ �-%D�U
 W k
 c � b @%� ; I���� Edk�  � 2�k5 j0%; 
 : ]�& ¾ c � [1�� :
 @��� ��P ]00$
 �1A �& LH� � L0� @H�P� @3�2 8��� @���� @-�� I�a

 W & b @HMB� @3�2 ��P 8��� @-��� @��� I�� b @��� *P  -1
�
 L 0u� ]z *� ̀ �� IBqx
  ���� ]& K : ]�& ¾ L� ; [�� : W & Z :  (0D�

Y (��  (D2q� �; «) f0��� �:1X�9 ) =20  / ?425( O 7fN�0�� �+D � X� !f~� \ z� !�- 9 ) =5  / ?103( ���� *� ��  �� *5 ��5

 L0H�*P {�2 � *5 ��g� ¸� W & � �+� q (3� 8H6N.(  
   

3) This entire incident, as narrated by Imam Ismaili, revolves around Imam Abdur Rahman bin Mahdi (and 

therefore he definitely had knowledge of it). It has already preceded that Imam Abdur Rahman bin Mahdi 

(May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) regarded this same hadith as weak because of Abi Qais. Had this 
incident been authentic, he would not pay any consideration to the narration of Abil Qais. Also, other senior 

Muhadditheen should not criticize this hadith in the way they have criticized it. In fact, many Muhadditheen 
emphatically mentioned that Abil Qais is the only narrator of this hadith.  

  
Mufti Taqi Saheb (May Allah Ta'ala preserve him) mentions that even if we do assume this hadith to be authentic, 

then too, this one narration alone cannot hold enough weight to oppose an emphatic command of the Noble Quran. 

We have narrated earlier the statements of Imam Hanifa, Imam Abu Yusuf (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on them) 

etc. that they only gave consent to the wiping of a khuff after it reached the level of tawatur. (See Fatawa Uthmani 

1/374). 

 
Another hadith which those who advocate the wiping of Jawrabs have tried to base their claim upon is a narration 

of Rashid bin Sad where he narrates from Thawbaan (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him), 

 
22437 9  W & { 5�i *P �13 *5 ���2 *P 2�i *P �H13 *5 ·µ  (i �� �i�; Q� �0P  (i�; : L��3 ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N Q� W�32 V15

3 � @H�P Q� ��N R(�� ��P ����&  ��
 q��� �± N 
/B �%��� CJ $1�� ��P ��6�F {� ����x
 q��� *� �± N�  � @H�� ���� �� )@��B�  �w�
 I0(; *5 O�(��` 9 ) =5  /? 277( @(P � 5�� ((3 q��q@  9 ) =1  / ?56(  O ���e�� �  /H� o�� �(��9 ) =1  / ?274( � `��2 

� Ek-H0� O ����� *(��� 9 ) =1  / ?62 L0%�� 2 �q r 0�� 9 L�� L���X� (���� *� �� q��q �5�  (i�; ��5 *5 ���  A�B� �2 5'���� ��P ¸� 
 @��B� �7�a0��  L(��� ���)�k
 V�q ;� (9 ) =1  / ?66 (���e5 E��À��� t *P �� q��q � ���e5 ��  W & t |"3 *5 �3 k�� �H0P : ]1³

��g� *5 2�i *P t ©�µ *�y� *5 ���( 

 

“Nabi Q� E�N��3 � @H�P  dispatched an expedition. (During the course of their journey) they were overtaken by 

severe cold. When they returned back to Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� E�N they complained of the cold which afflicted them. 

Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� E�N said that they should wipe on their ‘asaaib’ and ‘tisaakhain’.”(Narrated by Ahmad, Abu 

Dawood, At Tabrani, Al Bayhaqi, etc)  

 
They have tried to use this hadith by suggesting that ‘tisaakhain’ refers to thin socks. 

 

RESPONSE TO THIS NARRATION 
 
Firstly, the chain of this narration is not continuous. The narrator Rashid bin Sad did not hear from Thawbaan. Ibn 

Abi Hatim (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) narrates this from Abdullah bin Ahmad bin Hambal who quoted 

it from his father, Imam Ahmad bin Hambal (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him). (Al Ilal 1/133) This has also 

been quoted by the great Scholar and commentator of hadith, Hafidh Ibn Hajar Al Asqalani (May Allah Ta'ala have 

mercy on him). (Tahdheeb at tahdheeb 3/226) However, even if we do assume that Rashid bin Sad did hear from 
Pg 
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Thawbaan as mentioned from Imam Bukhari (At Tarikh al Kabeer 3/292) and Imam Dhahabi (who said that this 

chain is strong, Siyar a’alaam an Nubala 4/491) then too, ‘tisaakhain’ does not refer to thin socks. Many 

lexicographers defined ‘tisaakhain’ as anything that covers the foot, even if it means a khuff. (Tuhfa al ahwadhi 
1/360)  

 

Dictionaries and Books defining difficult words of hadith offer the following three definitions of a ‘tisaakhain’           

 

+� *P l s� {x5 �� C%D� L��a��� T �:1X���y� C��f3 MU Li"i /B �%�� Tq2�� V :  
 W�S� :� \ M~�  ��&' ��P T �:1X� *� f^D T�$%&� ��[ .  
 � ^�� :�B *� |�k�� *#���  �  ÁI�D `��� l2��� .  

 V� ^�� :� C��1U E�  � )) *���o�U ((��� Y���� LHe�� *� c e� �3� 

 5 %D O � -MNS� !gw *P fiS� *5� @�kA @ " LAr��X�".  
 

1) Khuff 
2) Anything that covers the foot 

3) It is a word that has been converted into Arabic, derived from the word ‘Tashkan’ that refers to a covering 

of the head. 

 

Ibn al Atheer (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) quoted this from Hamza Al Isfahani who mentioned this in 
his kitab, ‘Al Muwazana’.  

    
Furthermore, the following Arabic lexicons clearly establish that tisaakhain means khuffain: 

1) An Nihaayah fi ghareeb al hadeeth wal athar. 

2) Majma bihar al Anwaar. 
3) Al Faaiq fi ghareeb il hadeeth wal athar. 

4) Ghareeb al hadeeth by Al Harabi. 
5) Taj al uroos min jawaahir al Qamoos. 

6) Lisan an Arab. 

 
The above shows that this narration holds numerous interpretations. In short, this narration stands on extremely 

feeble grounds to specify the Quran.  

 

By taking ‘tisaakhain’ to mean khuff the following two benefits are achieved: 

1) There would not appear to be any contradiction between various Ahadeeth. 

2) This hadith would be in conformity with the Ahadith established through tawaatur. 

 
From all the above we can conclude that every hadith which mentions a Jawrab has some type of defect. Shaykh 

Mubarakpuri mentions, 

    

 7'�;S� LMz9 ) =1  / ?281(  
��� *P W B 8H6N h�
�� V��; /52�u� ��P 8�X� l 5 O jH� @A� IN y�� |" 

 

“In short, there is no authentic hadith, free from criticism, which reaches to Nabi ��3 � @H�P Q� E�N on the wiping of 

the Jawrabs. (Tuhfa al Ahwadhi 1/281)  

  
Allamah Uqaili (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentions, 

 

��c M1d f0��� � E�Hk1�9 ) =3  /? 1084(  
 /�  -H
 /�1(��� /52�u� O �HA 3Z��  Pg 
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“The chains of the narrations dealing with the wiping of Jawrabs and shoes are weak.” 
 
Likewise, Moulana Anwar Shah al Kashmiri (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has said, 
 

 72 �0�� 8H6N ��� 72 0�� ¡H
 9 ) =1  /? 269( 

 ¤ P�
�� 7�(P ]0^� _ /52���u� ��P �8�X� ,{� ��P��  
 

“Know that there is no marfoo’ narration established according to me with regards to wiping on jawrabs.” (Faydh 

al Bari 1/269) 

 
Hence, even if we do accept that the meaning of a jawrab is thin socks (which is not the case, as we will soon 

explain, insha Allah) then too, we cannot use these Ahadith because of them being weak. And even if we do 
assume them to be authentic, and assume jawrab to refer to thin socks, then too, these narrations do not hold 

enough weight to contradict Quran. It is mentioned in Ma’arif as sunan, 

 

) *(��� \2 1�9 )= 1  /? 348 �H13(   

 ��%X� {��k�� LK2 1X /kH&��� � /(H� �̂� I� o��  @&"�� E�P I�1� {� *�F _ /52�u� V��; 8N {� W ; ID E�P � 

 
And Allah Ta'ala knows best. 

   

CONTRADICTION WITH THE QURAN 

 
We have explained earlier that the command of the Quran is emphatic and categorical on the washing of the feet. In 

order to specify this ruling, the Scholars have taken two different stances: 
 

1. The view of the Ahnaaf  
 

A hadith has to reach the level of tawatur or at least it should be mustafeedh in order to specify the Quran. It will 

not be permissible to specify the Quran with a khabr wahid, for, the first is qatie (absolute) whereas the latter is 
dhanni (doubtful). We have mentioned the statement of Imam Abu Yusuf where he stated, 

 

 ? $:�� {)�k�� | �;� 9 ) =2  / ?437( 

LK M%3Z� O /M~� ��P 8�X� q�2�D Tq2� �'� L(�� 5 {)�k�� ��A r�s  �� �3�� �5� W & [�+�� 

 
“Abu Yusuf has said, “It is permissible to abrogate the Quran through the Sunnah if it is narrated as the wiping of 

the khufain has been transmitted through istifaadha”(Ahkam al Quran, Similar statements of Imam Abu Yusuf can 

also be found in Al Mabsoot (1/92), Al Ikhtiyaar (1/37), Badaa’i as sanaa’i (1/77), Tawaali al anwaar (Q297/baa), 
Majma al anhur (1/45), Ghunyah al mutamalli 1/104) 

 
Likewise, Allamah Jassass Ar Razi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentioned, 

 

) ? $:�� {)�k�� | �;� 9 ) =3  / ?440( 

 ��P 8�X� O ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N R(�� *P !�U��%X� 2 i}� q�U _ ��
  (��&  � ��P I�a�� L�}� q��� {� ]0i �& @A� @H
 INS��  Ag��  X /M~�
 8�X� 
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“The general principle in this matter is that it has been established that the meaning of the verse is to wash (the 

feet) as has preceded. Had the wiping of the khuff not been established through tawatur from Nabi  � @H�P Q� E�N
��3, we would have not given consent (to the wiping of the Khuff).” (Ahkam al Quran 3/440)  

 

2. The view of the remaining three Imams as well as other Scholars 
 

Although other Scholars do allow specifying a verse of the Quran with a khabr wahid, there is consensus that this 

will only be acceptable if the narration is authentic .  

 

This can well be understood from the statement of Imam Muslim (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him),  
 

 Ek(�� ���u� @��' O� Ek-H0�� ����� *(���9 ) =1  / ?284( 

 W &� :I�g�� jH& ²� I ¬̂ {)�k�� �� « ��%A Z. 

  
“We will not leave the apparent meaning of the Quran (i.e. washing the feet) for a narration narrated by the likes 

of Abu Qais and Huzail.” (Sunan al kubra 1/283). 

 
However, we have explained above that all the narrations of wiping a jawrab are unauthentic. Thus, if the meaning 

of a jawrab is taken to mean thin socks, it does not have enough strength to specify the verse of the Quran. Imam 

Bayhaqi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) has summed this entire discussion beautifully by saying, 

 

 Ek(�� ���u� @��' O� Ek-H0�� ����� *(���9 ) =1  / ?288( 

 @%$B  � Z� /����� I�� l��� INS�� L%5 i L(3 Q��  �-(� �;�� /52�u� ��P Z� /�1(�� ��P 8�X� ��P jH�� t @H
 ��%� Z h n� ��
��P�.        

 
“The basic principle is that it is compulsory to wash the feet except if the meaning has been specified with a 

established narration or consensus upon which there is no difference; both these conditions are absent on the 

wiping of shoes and the wiping of a jawrab.”  (Sunan al kubra 1/288). 
   

THE DEFINITION OF A JAWRAB 
  
We have explained above, that those who assert that it is permissible to wipe on a jawrab do so by interpreting the 

meaning of a jawrab to be a ‘thin sock’. Let us see if this is really the only meaning. Below we have cited an entire 

text from Tufah al Ahwadhi (1/281,282) in which Allamah Mubarakpuri quotes the definitions of  quite a few 

lexicographers and Jurists.  

 

 7'�;S� LMz9 ) =1  / ?281Ã282( 

  \"%BZ� *� @H
 m&�  � { H5� l2�u� f�MU O � ^�� V60X� 

 � O 7q 5�r�fM�� *���� �Ä W &�-%A� I���� L
 M� l2�u� Y�� k� 

 
“The second chapter deals with the definition of a jawrab, and the difference of opinion related to it. Ferozabadi 

mentions in ‘Al Qamoos’ that ‘a jawrab is a cover for the legs’.  

 

 �1�� = U O 7�H5g�� �dU�� ¡HM�� � 5� W &� 52�D @�N�� l2�D LH32 M� 5 ��� I���� L
 M� l2�u� Y� 

  �-%A� I���� �& ` (1�� 
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“Murtadha Zubaidi mentions in ‘Taj al uroos’ that ‘a jawrab is a cover for the legs’. In the Persian language it is 

called ‘Kaurab’ derived from ‘Kauraba’ which refers to a grave of a person.”   

 

 2 60�� m�Ä O [�+D� �-%A� � ��� �� *� \��1� �B ��� � �u� L
 M� l2�u� RHe�� W &� 

 
“At Teeby defines a jawrab as covering of the skin which is a famous khuff and reaches the shins. A similar 

definition is mentioned Majma al Bihaar.”  

  

 ����u� *� �D� l2�u�� @(� �D� ����u�� /��k�� Eea� |q� *� I1A �~� IH(�� O � D�o�� W &� 

 
“As Shawkani mentions that a khuff is a shoe made from hide and covers the feet. A Jurmooq is bigger than it and 
a Jawrab is bigger than a Jurmouq” 

  

 �� W &��-%A� L� �a��� {2��� *� IM3S� �~� LA H$�� q��� C1��� �� �~� ��P j0�� �B l2�u� T 1���� O 7������ �y� �0P �Ho 

 
“Shaykh Abdul haq Ad Dehlawi mentions in ‘Al Lam’aat’ that a Jawrab is a khuff which is worn on a khuff and 

reaches till the ankle. (It is worn in) cold and to protect the bottom of the khuff from dirth and filth.”   
 

  �-%A� c\��� +�%� \�N *� |�k�� c o� l2�u� 7'�;S� LK2 P O ��1�� *5 ��5 �5� EK k�� W &� 

  
“Qadhi Abu Bakr bin Arabi mentions in ‘Aridha al ahwadhi’ that a jawrab is a covering of the foot made of wool. 
(It is worn) to attain warmth.” 

 

 ¶
 y� W &�� �-%A� q��� *� �+�� \�N *� �+� {�D *� ��  �� /�1(��� /52�u� /5 ��M��  `�� %
 O L H�HU *5 

 
“Ibn Taymiyyah mentioned in his ‘Fatawa’ that the difference between jawrabain and shoes is that the one is from 

wool and the other is from hide.” 

 

 1��� ��
  � �� |�k�� O j0�� W�%MX� \�$�� Wg� *� +�%� ��� q��� !���o�� LH� o�� q"0�� I�� @�0�� 7+�� �� l2�u� �H1�� W &� �-%A� C 

 
“Allamah Al Ayni mentions that a jawrab is worn by the Syrian people in extreme cold weather. It is made from 

threads of unwoven silk and worn on the feet reaching till above the ankles.” 

 

Furthermore, Allamah Burhan ad deen Ibn Maza Al Bukhari (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him) quotes the 
statement of a leading Hanafi Jurist, Allamah Shams al A’immah Al Hilwani (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on 

him) where he mentions,  

 

 !r � *5� *���� { ��5 | ��� � ���� �H��9 ) =1  /? 344( 

 �L�JS� jÅ W & ¢ 1U Q� @w2 ����y�  !"$�� l %D ��� O 

"h��A� l2�u� : 

�1� *� {���  �  -(�� tWg� *� {���  �  -(�� t\�N� Wg� *� {���  �  -(�. 5�D *� {���  �  -(� � �H&2 ��� *� {���  �  -(� �Y  

 

Shams al Ai’mmah Al Halwani (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentioned in ‘Sharh Kitab as Salah’, 
“Jawarib are of a few types: Some are of yarn and wool, others are made only of yarn. Some are made of fur. 

Some are made from hair (hide of animals) and others are from thin leather and some are from kirbaas (rough 

cotton).” (Al Muheet al Burhani 1/344) 

 

It is clear from the above that there existed various types of Jawrabs. Thus, Allamah Mubarakpuri has mentioned,  
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“The differences in explaining a Jawrab are based on two aspects, viz. what it is made of and how much it should 

be. After quoting the above two aspects of contention, Allamah Abu at taib Shams al haq mentions in ‘Ghaayah al 
Maqsood’that this difference-and Allah knows best- either is because lexicographers differed in explaining it (a 

jawrab) or because there are different types and kinds of jawrabs in various different places; in some places it is 

made of hide, in some places it is made of wool and in some places there are assorted type. Hence, every Scholar 
explained a jawrab in accordance to what he found in his respective area. Some explained all the various types 

found in different cities.” 

 

It is clear from the above that a jawrab does not necessarily mean a ‘thin cotton sock’. Thus, even if the Ahadith 

which mentions the wiping of a jawrab are accepted to be authentic (which is not the case, as we have explained), 

then too, they still cannot be used to prove the wiping of a thin sock.          

 

SAHABAH WHO WIPED ON A JAWRAB 

 
Imam Abu Dawood has mentioned the names of the following Sahabah who used to wipe on a jawrab: 

1) Ali bin Abi Taalib (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

2) Ibn Masood (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

3) Baraa bin Aazib (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 
4) Anas bin Malik (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

5) Abu Umamah (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 
6) Sahl bin Sa’d (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

7) Amr bin Huraith (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

 

He also adds that there are narrations which mention that Umar Bin Al Khattaab and Ibn Abbaas (May Allah Ta'ala 

be pleased with them) used to wipe on Jawrabs. (Sunan Abi Dawood 1/61)  
  

The narration of Ali (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is narrated with three different chains of narration. 

One chain narrated through Ka’b bin Abdullah is in both Musannaf Abd ar Razzaaq and Musannaf Ibn Abi 

Shaybah (1/188). Imam Bukhari (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) as also narrated it in his ‘At Ta’rikh al 

kabeer’ (7/224) and Ibn Sad has narrated it in his ‘At Tabaqaat al kubra’. The second is narrated through Khallaas, 

the chain of narration is in Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah (1/188 Al Dar as salafiyyah al Hindiyyah). The full sanad of 

the third narration, which is narrated through Amr bin Kuraib, is also in Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah (1/188). As for 
the chain narrated through Khalid bin Saeed, it is narrated by Ibn Sad in his ‘At Tabaqaat al kubra’ (6/241).  

 

The narration of Ibn Masood (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is in Al Mujam al Kabeer of Imam At 
Tabrani (9/251). Allamah Al Haythami (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) said that the narrators of this 

narration have been classified as strong. (Majma az zawaaid 1/582)  

 

The sanad for the narration of Baraa (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is in Musannaf Abdur Razzaaq 

(1/200) and Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah (1/188). 
 

The narration of Anas (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) which has been transmitted via Qatadah is in 
Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah (1/188) and Al Mujam al kabeer of Imam At Tabrani (1/244). The one narrated via 

A’mash is in As Sunan al kubra of Imam Al Bayhaqi (1/285). The narration transmitted through Azraq bin Qais is 

in Al Kuna wal asma of Allamah Al Dulabi (2/561) 
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The narration of Abu Umamah (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is also in Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah 

(1/188) 
 

Likewise, the narration of Sahl bin Sa’d (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) is also in Musannaf Ibn Abi 

Shaybah (1/188) 
  

As for the narration of Amr bin Huraith (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him), we could not locate it in any of 

books of hadith at our disposal. 
  

Allamah Ibn al Mundhir (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) further adds the names of the following Sahabah: 

1) Ammaar (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

2) Uqba bin Amr Abu Masood al Ansari (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

3) Abdullah bin Umar (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 
4) Bilaal (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him)  

5) Abdullah bin Abi Aufa (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) 

 
From the above list, we only managed to find the asaneed of the hadith of Uqbah bin Amr (Abu Masood Al 

Ansari). The transmissions of this narration which goes via Khalid bin Sad and Hammam bin Al Harith are in 

Musannaf Abdur Razzaaq (1/199, 200) and Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah (1/188). The chain which goes through 

Waasil Al Ahdab and Yaseer bin Amr are both in Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah (1/188). 

 
Imam Abu Dawood (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has alluded to the narration of Umar (May Allah Ta'ala 

be pleased with him). This narration is found in Musannaf Abdur Razzaaq (1/199) and Musannaf Ibn Abi Shaybah 
(1/188). This has also been narrated by Ar Raazi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) in Al Jarh wat ta’deel 

(7/220). Due to the narrator Jalaas bin Muhammad, Scholars of hadith suggest that this narration is weak. (Lisan al 

meezan 2/13)  

 

From the above it is apparent that it has been authentically proven from Sahabah that they used to wipe on jawrabs. 
To this the majority of Scholars give the following two replies: 

1) The actions of Sahabah are not a proof of Shariah especially if it apparently seems to contradict the Quran. 

(It is surprising to note the same people who mention that they rely on the actions of Sahabah on this issue 
are against twenty rakats of taraweeh and deny that three talaaqs equal three talaaqs.) 

2) It has been proven above that a jawrab does not necessarily means a thin sock. With this there is no mention 

in the narrations to show that the jawrabs upon which Sahabah wiped were thin. In fact, there are enough 

indications, which show that Sahabah wiped on such Jawrabs which were thick. Consider the following, 

a) In Musannaf Ibn Abi Shayah (1/188) the names of the following illustrious Followers are mentioned 

who emphatically mention that a Jawrab is on the same status as a khuff…. 

1) Ataa (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)   
2) Nafi (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

3) Yahya al Bukaa (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  

4) Ibrahim an Nakha’I (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him)  
 

Furthermore, Saeed bin Musayyab and Hasan Basri (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on them) mentioned,  
 

 L0H� �� *5� �($� 9 ) =1  / ?188( 

19889  W & t �Ho�  (i�; : *�y� *P t jA��  A�B�)� ( Z &  ��� *�y�� t CH�X� *5 �H13 *P t !q %& *P t L01�� : ��P 8�F
/kHMN  A D �'� /52�u�. 

 
“Wiping on jawrabain will only be permissible if they are very thick.”(ibid)   

 

These are the very people who witnessed the types of Jawrabs upon which Sahabah wiped. In fact, after the 

quotations of the above three, Ibn Abi Shayba (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) mentioned a Pg 
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quotation of Ibn Umar (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) himself where he clearly said that ‘Wiping 

on a jawrab is like wiping on a khuff.’ (Musannaf Ibn Abi Shayah 1/188) 

 
Furthermore, in the book ‘Al Kuna wal Asma’ of Ad Dulabi (2/561) there is a narration of Al Azraq bin 

Qais (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) where he says, “I saw Anas bin Malik after relieving himself, 

he washed his face and hands and wiped on his head and Jawrabs which were of wool.. I asked, “Are you 
wiping on such Jawrabs?” He replied, “They are khuff, but are from wool.” 

 

3) By taking the meaning of jawrab as thick socks there will be no contradiction. In other words, it is effective 

in reconciling the Quraan, Ahadith and actions of Sahabah.  

 
It should be stressed that there is totally no indication to show that the jawrabs upon which Sahabah wiped were 

thin. Keeping in mind the above reasons, it is clear that the jawrabs upon which they wiped were thick.   
 

RULING AND CONDITIONS OF WIPING ON A JAWRAB IN 

LIGHT OF THE FOUR MADHABS 
 

HANAFI MADHAB 

 

The ruling of a jawrab according to the Hanafi madhab is as follows: 
1) If the sock is mujallad (leather bounded) or muna’al (leather soled) it will be permissible to wipe on it 

without there being any difference of opinion. (Note- if the sock is thin then masah will not be permissible 

even though the sock might be muna’al. For a detail discussion on this refer to Imdad al Mufteen 253-260,) 

2) If the sock is not mujallad or muna’al and it is so thin that water can seep through, it will be not be 

permissible according to consensus. 
3) If the sock is THICK (in such a way that it fulfils the conditions of a khuff), then (the original) verdict of 

Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) was that it is not permissible to wipe upon such 
socks. However, Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on them) opine 

that wiping on a thick sock is permissible. Although the original verdict of Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah 

Ta'ala have mercy on him) was that it is not permissible to make masah on thick jawrabs, it is recorded in 
numerous books that he retracted from this view three days before his demise. Thus, there is consensus 

amongst the three Imams of the Hanafi madhab that wiping upon THICK jawrabs is permissible. (Badaa’i 
as sanaa’i 1/83, Al Bahr ar raaiq 1/182, Hashiyyah At Tahtawi ala al Maraaqi 1/84, Tuhfa al Fuqaha 1/86, 

Imdad al-ahkaam 1/389) If any of the above conditions are absent, it will not be permissible to wipe upon 

such socks. (Fatawa Darul Uloom Deoband 1/207-215) 

  
The above has been beautifully explained in Al Muheet al Burhani (1/212).  
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j� ~�  ���: { D  � �HD @H�P 8�X� r�s "
   
 
Shams al Ai’mmah Al Halwani (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) mentioned in ‘Sharh Kitab as Salah’, 

“Jawarib are of a few types: (1) Some are of yarn and wool, (2) others are made only of yarn. (3) Some are made 
of fur. (4) Some are made from hair and others are from thin leather and (5) some are from kirbaas (rough cotton). 

As for the first: all Scholars agree that it is not permissible to wipe on it. 

As for the second: if it is thin, it is not permissible to wipe on it without anyone differing.  If it is thick, firm and 
covers the ankle in such a way that nothing is apparent, as is the jawrabs of the people of Marw, then based on the 

opinion of Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) it will not be permissible to wipe on it except 
if it is leather bounded or leather soled. The opinion of the two of them (Imam Abu Yusuf and Imam Muhammad) is 

that it is permissible. 

As for the third sock, it is mentioned in ‘An Nawaadir’ that it is not permissible to wipe on it. They mention that if 

the very sock is firm that a person can walk for a few miles, or even one mile, then it ought to be on the same 

difference mentioned above of Imam Abu Hanifa and his two companions. 
As for the forth type, it has been narrated from Imam Abu Hanifa that it is permissible to wipe on it. But the latter 

day Scholars say that this is also based on the above difference. 

As for the fifth type, it is not permissible to wipe on it irrespective of how it is.” (Al Muheet al Burhani 1/343) 
       

It should be emphasised again, that the meaning of thick is that it should fulfil the same conditions of a khuff 

which we have mentioned above. This means that the jawrab should have the following qualities: 

1. They should entirely cover both the ankles.  

2. They should be durable enough that a person can travel and walk with the sock for three miles without them 

tearing.  

3. Both socks should independently be free from holes to the extent of three small toes.  
4. The socks should remain on the leg without it being tied or fastened.  

5. They should be such that water does not seep through them.  

Hereunder, we have cited a few texts from which the above mentioned conditions can be understood. 
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MALIKI MADHAB 
 

According to Malikies, wiping is not permissible on anything besides leather or a sock which is leather bound. The 
contemporary Maliki Scholar, Muhammad al-'Arabi al-Qarawi has explained this to mean that ‘a jawrab is a khuff 

whose inside is cotton or wool to make it more comfortable.’ He has also explained the conditions of the Maliki 

madhab which could be read here 
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Malikies base this condition (the sock must be from leather) on a principle of fiqh; according to them it is not 

permissible to make qiyaas on anything established through rukhsa, and the wiping of socks is a rukhsa (hence, it 

will not be permissible to make qiyaas of normal socks on a khuff). An example of this is how they do not attach 
fresh dates with old dates in arayah. This principle is not accepted by the other three madhabs. (Check Adhwa al 

bayaan of Shaykh Muhammad Ameen As Shanqeeti under the tafseer of verse 6 of Surah Maa’idah, 6/18)   

 
SHAFY MADHAB Pg 
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As for the Shafi madhab, a common view related from them is that wiping a sock will not be permissible except if 

it is mujallad (leather bounded). If it is not mujallad, it should at least be muna’al (leather soled) or at least so thick 
that a person can continuously walk with it. It should also be so though that water cannot seep through (i.e. it 

should fulfil the conditions of a khuff; this is only according to those Scholars who do not place the condition of 

tajleed, otherwise there are numerous Shafi scholars who say that the sock has to be mujallid). 
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Further proof that all Shafi'i scholars stipulated conditions for masah on socks, is that when discussing the 

biography of Allamah Yusuf bin Husayn Al Karkhi, scholars mentioned that one of the views which he held 

contrary to everyone else is that he regarded masah on normal socks to be permissible without any conditions 
attached. This clearly shows that the view of all the Shafi Ulama was impermissibly; otherwise mentioning him 

specifically holds no meaning. 
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HAMBALI MADHAB  

 

Hambalies place the following conditions for wiping on a jawrab, 
1) It should cling to the leg without being fastened with anything externally. 

2) A person should be able to continuously walk with it and spend the night with it without it being fastened 

with anything externally. 

3) The foot should not be exposed.  

4) Water should not seep through. 

 

Ibn Jibreen summarises all these conditions by saying that it should be as strong as a shoe. Since this issue is 
extremely controversial in the Hambali School, we have included below the verdicts of many recent day Scholars 

from the Hambali School. 
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 L�5 (y� T k0� 9 ) =1  / ?288(  
W & @5� :W k
 !�;�� L�½� ��(P L� �1��� /M~�� /52�u� ��P 8�X� *P I�3� Q� �0P  5� T�d;  (��5 *5 �M1� �5� :  �-H
 EoF { D �'� �1A

 �-H
 ]H0��. 

 

LP�3�X�  LH%����� LH-kM�� 9 ) =37  / ?271( 

 /��o5 l2�u� ��P 8�X� r��� LHM(y� *� { 0; $��� I0(; *5 �w� | � � ����: 

 W�S� : |�k�� *� cE� @(� ��0� Z  (H�i {��� {�. 

 � ^�� :� L�5 (y� ��%o� _� t  ���� ��1� 5 �� f� *� @�M(5 ]0̂ � {�� @H
 EoX� L15 %� *�F {� /��1(�  A��� {.  
  

 m%�X� ��o�� 2 $%B� O m(kX� C�+-%��9 ) =1  /?52 (  
"�HMN l2���" ,�%�� Z �HM$�� f�� tC�+X� ��P £��M��� ��U 3 {��� {� �5 Z @AS Ã kHMN {��� {� ��ÀX� ��%��. 

 !��1�� ��� !�1�� 9 ) =1  / ?33( 

L�x�� : l2�:�� ��%o��"�� �%��  kHMN {��� {�|�k " @H�P 8�X� gs ��
 �U 3 f� @AS @H�P 8�X� gs _ |�k�� �$�  MHMB { D �'� @AS
���X� �~ D. 

L�x�� : ��%o��"|�k�� O ]0^� {� " �� @H�� L� y� �P�U 7+�� {S @H�P 8�X� gs _ @�ki �� @%1�� |�k�� *� �k�� { D {�
 �� f� *� @�M(5
@�M(5 ]0̂ � 7+�� ,S� {S�@5 �6�� Z @�M(5 ]0̂ � Z  �
 @�M(5 ]0^� �~�� @H�P jHk� ̀ f�� �~� �� 8�X� O IN. 

 I0(; *5� @k
 O O ��� 9 ) =1  / ?71( 

  � ̂ �� :L15 %� *�F 7+�� �� @H�� L� y� �P�U 7+�� {S @ H�P 8�X� gs _ @�ki �� @%1�� |�k�� *� �k�� { D {�
 @H
 EoX� L15 %� *�F {�  EoX
 !faX� ��2  X l2��u�� ��~� � q��u� [�' O c��3� @ H
 ) ��3 � @H�P Q� ��N R(�� {� @(P Q� EK2 : �5� @��B� /�1(�� /52�u� ��P 8��

 W &� 7+��%�� � q��q : �w� | � � W & 8H6N *�; V��; :Q� W�32 l 6N� *� LHA Ø �� L103 *P /52�u� ��P 8�X� �D+� @H�P Q� ��N 
�  -�M(5 ]0^U Z  �S  -H�P 8�X� gs _ �J M� @H��2 ��P �� {�
 �~� @0�� @H
 EoX� L15 %� *�F |�k�� �U 3 Y�0�� @AS� ��3 � ]0^U  �

 ��o5 

 m(k X� ��� h�0X�9 ) =1  / ?107 (  
���� I���� IJ��; ��P 8�X� r��u ��%o� @A� ��P�:  

W�S� :{��� {�  `2�-« { D c��3� INS� @AS I�a�� C��
  �-1n �� IH03 Z� I�a�� �-«  �� 8�X� �%%3�  � ��6
 Z�� £�M�� I� ��U 3
X� ��� 8�X� r�s @A� cE� @(� �0� _� �dA� �'� ��~� {� `�� «� r�~� mK�� �; �aN {�� @H
 ��B �� @J MN �� @%13 �� IJ y� �$k� ?�$(

Ç� W � *��D� �-»� _  � ���X� ��P r�s W  k
 *���� EkU �Ho�� �� 5� L5 6$�� \ MB �� « �� ��»A EoX� L15 %� m(F Z ��B *P �M1�� �� � �^
S� I��� 5 m��  �� I���� m�B q�:¬ m�� Z {x5 Lko� @PgA O  ¥ |�k�� �%�� _ 7+�� W�52g�� �� I1(� D �-
 `�^D� �-« {�
 |�k���B �H� 5 �� �

LMH1K E�� V�q ;� ��P [�' O ���%1� mH�u� 8�F �� I1(�� 8�F� |�k�� *� �-«  � I�a� @A� W &�.  
 � ^�� :@��� W��g� �k��  � � �P 8�X� r�s Z +�(H;� ̀  (1� O jH� @�M(5 ]0^� Z  �� q %1X� �~� O Tq2� L$B��� '� @�M(5  %5 i {��� {� 

O �J M��� ��P Z� Y��0P *5� ��;� 8NS� O Lko� m� ��� Z �� I1A  -%z { D c��3�  -�M(5  ¹�0i |�1�  P n� �-d15 ` �;� ?�$(X� 
 ¡15 @(� ��0� *�� @�M(5 `��� �~� ]0i �'�  �� ��¨ ]z l2�:D ��¨ �B ]z L
 M� 8�� r�s IH&�  ����  ¹�& ��o5r��u 5 L���2

�� r�:H
 `�� {��5 |�k�� O� EoD2g�� W & 7��}� `2 %B� Z @�� @H
� Y��0P *5� `2 %B�� ��o�� O `�$A� �HÐ *5� @66N `�� m� @6
{'� @� 7+�� W�52g�� [�' Ï1�.  

 V� ^�� :O �� Z� @H�P ?�$(¬ jH� @AS 8�X� gs _ = �g�� �H&�D `f��U �� !���� I1A �� @kHd� 2+1U ��
 @H
 EoX� L15 %� *�F {� ` (1� 
@�� @H
�.  Pg 
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 m5���� :���� O !"$�� O \"~� ��P LP n ̀  (5� L$B��� @5 � 0%�U "
 LH$1� @�0� {S ���y�� l�$aX� ��P 8�X� r�s "
  ; 0� {��� {� 2
X� O @� & @H�P 8�X� ̀ �g�� @15 N� ��k3  -H
 �o� ¦�� !q2 0�� q"0� D L� y @�0� {� V� i O� L5�$aX�L� -(�� � W�$M�� �  CP�%�.  

 j� ~� : Y H& {� �Pr� EK k��� �Ç�� l e~� �5� 2 %B�� 7r�fo�� 2 H%B� ��� Y 6(��� = �g��� Co~� ��P r�s "
 �q %1� {��� {�

2 1%X� \ M~� O Tq2�  �� L$B��� W�kA {� ��S�� q��u� @0�� @H
 EoX� *�F �U 3 �B @AS `r��� C�+X�Yq ��� L� 6�� L : {��� {�

@15 N� ��k3 EoB� ´�i ��5 O L%H� �� C�D ��� j0� *�H
 \"~� �i� �-»�� ��%o� @A�  �-6N� { -�� @H
� ��ÀX� `�D+� _� /1�� �� � 
Ð Z L3 Ù @H�P� I�%�� �'� C(u D �dU Z 8�X� W ; c X� L3 Ù� �'� @H
 {'�� ��%o� Z ��ÀX� |"D �� »
/��k�� �;� ��P c X� W�N� m(.  

�Ç�� Y��0P *5�� IHkP *5� 2 %B�� : INS� O @(P E-(� @AS ��%o�, 

 

 �aX� 9 ) =1  / ?331 (  
  L�x�� : W & :@H
 �o� �'� �k�� Z 7+�� �HM$�� l2�u� [�+D�   
 �� {�  ��;� �~� O  � A�D' *�+��� /��o� 5 l2�u� ��P 8�X� r�s  �� EoX� L15 %� *�F {� � ^�� |�k�� *� cE� @(� ��0� Z  kHMN {�

 �w� W & E&�~� |"D �� « �+� @ H
 : W & mK�� O� Yx5 "
 @ H��2 O { %0^��  �-H�P EoF { D �'� I1A fa5 /52�u� ��P 8�X� O : 8�F
Ck1�� O  %0i �'�  �-H�P   

  W & mK�� O� : "
 @H
 EoF { D {�*���Ä  A��� {� �%1� Z� c�K��� mK�� �-« Ï^A� �'� @A�
 @H�P 8�X 5 Yx5 "
 �^(� 

 

 T��$%�X� �$B� ���9  *��� *5  9 ) =2  / ?6(  
E�� tl2�u� @H�P 8�X� q2�  ¥� : *P EM�U ]A D  {�  -H�P 8��H
 t� ��� ��P �»(�� t|�k�� �%�� `�� �� \�N *� =��(� *P !2  0P

�+;S��1� tL : E� `+� t -H
 EoX� L�N��� *�Ð ��u� *� L1&2  -%z I1s� t|�k�� ��P j0�U L»H�� {��U� t�1o�� *� �� \�$�� *� ´�(U
c X�  -&�� Z @A� VHÈ ́ �(�� L��& {��U {� �5Z� t -H�P 8�X� r�s ¦�� l2��u�. 

  
 T��$%�X� �$B� ���9  *��� *5  9 ) =2  / ?6 (  

 *��W�kA :�P 8�F "
 LkH&2 �� L
 M� ]A D �'�  �x
 t -H�P 8�F @A�
 f^D CN �15 Z�  -&�� Z � � c X�  -&�� Z @A� VHÈ L��& ]A D  �'� Ã -H
± {�oF b ��� *� L1&2  -%z {��1s ��A D L5 6$�� �-P O ]A D ¦�� l2��u� {S� tL5��eX� L�
�%��  ± I$z Z  �S [�'� ]A D� t ��;�  

 � ��� ��%�� �� t@�D |�k�� �%�U.  
 

 EeHk(o�� m(k%�X� q�r ��� 9 ) =14  / ?10(  
 L & M$��� LA �^� 5 ,Z� �~� L�½� W#g�(�� {� l2�:�� *�F Z� t�HMN �~�� t�~� L�½� W#g�(�� l2�u� {�
.  

 
 \ $A �9 ) =1  / ?137(  

@H0(U :@��&" :MHMB l2�u� ���o� �'� @(� �k�� �� |�k�� �$�  .  
h�gA "5 �+� ��P 8�X� gs _.  

@��&" :@H�P 8�X� gs _ �J M� �� �� �D�
.  
%A�  P n� T D��� �5� @�1� �; l 6NS� �(P @5 |�gÇ� ?�$(X� �� EoD2g�� W & ���^D � @5 me&� l 6NS� @ H�P� @H�P ÒA C�+X� �+� �-

P 8�X� r�s @�� @H
�  ����  ¹�& ��o5 r��u 5 L���2 Y��0P *5� ��;� EoD2g�� W  & *���� EkU �Ho�� `2 %B�� `f�� � HÐ *5� `�D'  -H�
IH&� �-%A� :l 6NS� ¡10� =�¨ ��� LkoX� m�  -H�P 8�X� r�s. 

 
Besides the above-mentioned Fuqahah, Imam Tirmidhi has mentioned that great scholars like Sufyaan at Thauri, 
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Abdullah bin Mubarak and Ishaaq bin Raahooyah (this is the correct pronounciation according to scholars of 

Hadith) also held the view it will be permissible to wipe on a jawrab if it is thick. (Sunan At Tirmidhi 1/167)  

 
It should be known that besides Ibn Hazm, Ibn Taymiyyah, Ibn Qayyim and Allamah Al Karkhi, there are no other 

reliable Scholars who could be found from the past who ruled that wiping on thin socks is permissible.      

 

BASIS OF THE FOUR MADHABS 

 

It has been proven above that the Ahadith which mention a jawrab are weak. How then did the four Imams allow 

the wiping of a jawrab with the above mentioned conditions? 
 

The raison d’être for the above is that wiping a jawrab has been sanctioned by making qiyaas (analogy) on a khuff 
(and not the Ahadith because of them not havibg sufficient grounds to specity the Quran).  Thus, in order for the 

analogy to be correct, it was essential that a jawrab fulfils all the conditions of a khuff. The explanation of this is 

that the original ruling of the Quran was to wash the feet; however, since wiping the foot has been established 

through tawatur, Scholars ruled that it is permissible to wipe on a khuff. On the contrary, there are only a few 

hadith in which the wiping of a jawrab has been mentioned. We have explained the status of these Ahadith in 
detail. Thus, we had to resort to qiyaas in order to prove the permissibility. The analogy will only be correct if the 

jawrab fulfils all the conditions of a khuff. Imam Abu Bakr Al Jassaas mentions, 

 

 ? $:�� {)�k�� | �;� 9 ) =3  / ?440(  
  ? R(�� *P !�U��%X� 2 i}� q�U _ ��
  (��&  � ��P I�a�� L�}� q��� {� ]0i �& @A� @H
 INS�� 9   ��
 8�X�  Ag��  X /M~� ��P 8�X� O

Lk
��� ��P  -1�  � (��1%3� L�}� m�  � �1%3� ��  (:%;�� � 6$�� 2 i}� Tq2�   �q���� L�}� �d%k� ��P E& 0��  (D�U� 8����  � �%;� O L�}�
@(P @�k(A _� L�}� q��� ��P I�a�� ��;  (Hk5 /M~� ��P 8�X� O  �q�2� {r� O /52�u� ��P 8�X� r��� O 2 i}� q�U _  X�  

 

 Imam Muhammad (May Allah be pleased with him) has said in his ‘Kitab al hujjah ala Ahl al Madinah’ under the 
chapter of wiping the khuff, 

 

 L(��X� I�� E�P L:y� l %D– ) =1  /? 44( 

 @-0o�  ¥ 2 i}� @H
 Tc � �&  X �i� @H
 Tx� _  � L(��� E�P jHk� {� 2 i}� � L(��� E�P Y & *X Ea0(� 

 
Likewise, Ibn Rushd Al Maliki (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) mentions, 

 

�-%Ç� L���5 9 ) =1  /? 52( 

 /52�u� E�P 8�X� r  �� �~� E�P Y Hk�� r�� � � �iS� `�(P 8N *� �  
  

Since the wiping of a khuff is in contrast to Qiyaas, it is necessary that whatever is associated with it should 

encompass all its qualities. 

 

 ���k�� 8%
 ��� 9 ) =1  / ?157(  
� �U ��� ` (1�� ` (1� O {��� {� ��� L�Z��� ���e5 { D �'� Z� @5 `f� � y� 8�$� "
 Y Hk�� \"B ��P �~� ��P 8�X� {� [� Z I

X� �H�1U {x5 mek�� `f�� �M��� O @H
 EoX� L15 %� q�$5 �� 7+�� £�M�� 2��%X� h½�� O =�y� |�g�� ` (1X I5 LN ~� @U2�$� jH� �~ 5 8�
f��� l�q) m�  N�$B !"$�� T &�� O 

 
(See Fatawa Uthmani 372,373) 
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IMAM ABU HANIFA’S VIEW ON WIPING A JAWRAB 

 

In Mabsoot of Imam Muhammad (1/100), Al Muheet al burhani (1/343), Imam Razi’s ikhtisaar of Imam Tahawi’s 

Ikhtilaaf al Ulama (1/139), Sharh Ma’ani al athaar (1/77), Bidayah al Mujtahid (1/51), Fatawa As Sughdi (An 

Nutaf) 1/19), Musannaf Ibn Abi Shayba (14/235) and other kitabs the impression is given that only Imam Abu 
Yusuf and Imam Muhammad (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on them) permitted wiping the jawrab. However, 

numerous books in the madhab either clearly mention that Imam Abu Hanifa (May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with 

him) retracted his view or they clearly mention that the fatwa is on the statement of those who say it is permissible 
to wipe on Jawrabain. Hereunder we have listed the names of just a few books by way of example in which this is 

established (these are just a few kitabs, it is also established in numerous other kitabs) 

 

1) Mukhtasar Tahawi (Note: What is mentioned in the H. M Saeed print of this kitab that the view of not 

wiping a jawrab is taken is an error. The correct is as mentioned in the makhtoot (original manuscript) of 

the kitab as can be seen hereunder.   

     

 
 

2) Al Mabsoot of Imam Sarakhsy (1/184) 
 

 E�B���� ���0X�9 ) =1  / ?184 (  
 �
 *�¥ f� ��M3  �± EoX� L0«��� {S � 1U Q� @w2 LMH(; �� �(P  �-H�P 8�X� r�s Z /�1(� f� /(H�i  A D  {�� L
 M��� l2�u� L�½¬  A

�H&��� .� �3�� �� W�& ��P� �-H�P 8�X� r�s � 1U Q�  �-w2 ��� . W & b @H52�� ��P 8�� @K�� O � 1U Q� @w2 LMH(;  5� {� ��;�
 �-%:;� t@P��2 ��P @5 ����%3 
 @(P Y (�� m(�� ](D  � ]�1
 `q��1� 

 
3) Al Hedaya (1/30) 

 L���0�� ��� L����� 9 ) =1  /?30 (  
  @H�P�  ���& �� m�2 @A� @(P���%M�� 

4) Al Bahr ar raiq (1/192) 

 

 �J���� �60��9 ) =1  / ?192( 

  ��%M�� @H�P�  ���& �� m�2 @A� @(P� 

 �~� Ï1� O @AS C%��� �^D�� L����� O �+D 

5) Tuhfa al Fuqaha (1/86) 

  
 c -kM�� LMz9 ) =1  / ?86( 

 `��P �B) O  ���& �� m�2 @A� LMH(; �� *P 7�2� 

6) Badaa’i as Sanaa’i (1/10) 
  

 mJ ($�� mJ��59 ) =1  / ?10(  
 `��P �B) O  ���& �� m�2 @A� LMH(; �� *P 7�2�  Pg 
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7) Al Jawhara an nayyirah (1/107) 

 

 !f(�� !���u� 9 ) =1  / ?107(  
� | �� Li" 5̂ IH&� t | �� m0�5 @U�� I0& `��P �B) O  ���& �� LMH(; �5� m�2 !fB+�� O W &��%M�� @H�P 

 
8) Fath bab al inaayah (1/124) 

 
9) Multaqa al abhur (1/73) 

 

 �ÈS� �k%��9 ) =1  / ?74( 

 ���& ��� | � � *P 8NS� O Ú�%�� ��P �+D� "1(� �� ���Ä l2�u� ��P� 

    
10) Tawaali al anwaar (Q303/baa) 

 
11) Al Lubaab (1/21) 

 

 l %��� ��� O l 0��� 9 ) =1  / ?21(  
)/52�u� ��P 8�X� r�s Z� ( /(H�i ��  A D *kH&2)LMH(; �� �(P ( @(P @Á��� EK2)*���Ä  A��� {� Z� ( |�k�� �%��  �  ��P ��u� I1� 7�

 C1��� ��  �-(�)/�1(� �� ( C1��� ��  �-(� £2S� E��  � ��P ��u� I1� 7�)/�1(� �� (  �-(� £2S� E��  � ��P ��u� I1� 7� tLN B
 I���� I1(� D)���� �3�� �5� W &� ( @Á���  �-w2)/52�u� ��P 8�X� r�s ( Z �� /�1(� �� *���Ä  A D c��3)/(H�i  A D �'� ( VHÈ

 � t�� f� *� I���� ��P { ���%��)c X� { Mo� Z ( �-H�P 8�� �'� :LA �^�� �HDxU ��� t/��k�� �� @A�+M(�� t@A 5+s Z 7�.  O W &
Ê�� L���� t��%M�� @H�P� t ���& �� m�2 @A� @(P� Ã8H6$%��.  

 @�N ;�9  { �HK k� m� u� ��� O  �D 9 @$A� : Z /�1(� /(H�i  A��� _ {�� t� MUZ 5 r � /�1(� /(H�i  A D {�
 /52�u� ��P 8�� ���
 W�& O r�s Z /�1(� f� /(H�i  A D {�� t� MUZ 5 r�sÊ�� @H
 T � 7+�� £�X� O  ���& �� m�2 | � � {� ��2� t@H0; $�  
"B | � �. 

 

 
12) Hashiyyah At Tahtawi ala al Maraqi (1/84) 

 

 �"M�� E&��� ��P 7� 6e�� LH� ; 9 ) =1  / ?84 (  
  | � � m�2 @H��� @��& (O @H52�� ��P 8�� @A� [�'� L10�5 IH&� | �� Li"^5 @U�� I0& 7� @(P Y (�� m(�� ](D  � ]�1
 `q��1� W & b @K�� 

/H0%��� mJ��0�� O  �D @P��2 ��P [�+5 ����%3 
 

 

13) Ghuya al mutamalli (1/121) 
 

14) Imdad al-ahkaam (1/389) 
 

15) Nayl al ma’arib (2/251) 

 
16) Al Arf ash Shadhi (1/134) 

 
17) Badhl al majhood (1/278) 

 
18) Ma’arif as Sunan (1/347) 
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WIPING ON MODERN SOCKS 
 

We have mentioned above that there was never a worthy Scholar in the past who ever said that the wiping of thin 
socks is permissible. Based on this, many Scholars mention that there is total agreement (ittifaaq) that wiping on 

thin socks is not permissible. (Tawaali anwaar (Q303/baa, makhtoot), Al Bahr ar Raaiq (1/192), Nayl al ma’arib 
(2/251), Badhl al majhood (1/278), Ma’arif as sunan (1/346), Fatawa Uthmani (1/372, 373), etc)  

 

It is also clearly mentioned in Al Muheet al Burhani that no one differs on this impermissibility. (1/343) Mufti 

Shafi (May Allah Ta'ala be pleased with him) has said that this is more clear than the sun (Nayl al ma’arib 2/251).  

 

 �J���� �60��9 ) =1  / ?192( 

  & MU� gJ � f�  kH&2 { D� "1(� *�� _ { D �'�� 

 

 l %��� ��� O l 0��� 9 ) =1  / ?21 (  
 { �HK k� m� u� ��� O  �D9 @$A� : r�s Z /�1(� /(H�i  A��� _ {�� t� MUZ 5 r � /�1(� /(H�i  A D {�
 /52�u� ��P 8�� ���

t� MUZ 5 

 
We have also explained above that the original ruling is to wash the feet. Since the wiping of a khuff has been 

established through tawatur, Scholars have ruled that the wiping of a khuff has sufficient strength to replace the 
washing of the feet. Since only the wiping of the khuff is established through tawatur, in order for masah to be 

valid on any other sock, it should fulfill the conditions of a leather sock. We have cited earlier the statement of 

Imam Muhammad (May Allah be pleased with him) where he said in his ‘Kitab al hujjah ala Ahl al Madinah’ 

under the chapter of wiping the khuff, 

 

) L(��X� I�� E�P L:y� l %D– ) =1  /? 44( 

 @-0o�  ¥ 2 i}� @H
 Tc � �&  X �i� @H
 Tx� _  � L(��� E�P jHk� {� 2 i}� � L(��� E�P Y & *X Ea0(� 

 
Likewise, the great Maliki Scholar, Ibn Rushd (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has said,  

 

)���5�-%Ç� L9 ) =1  /? 52 ( 

 /52�u� E�P 8�X� r  �� �~� E�P Y Hk�� r�� � � �iS� `�(P 8N *� �  
  
Since the wiping of a khuff is in contrast to Qiyaas, it is necessary that whatever is associated with it should 

encompass all its qualities. 

 

 ���k�� 8%
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Thus, we find that throughout time our Ulama always issued the verdict of permissibility to make masah on those 

socks which have all the qualities of a khuff. It is precisely for this reason that they ruled that it is permissible to 
wipe on a Labood Turkiye. 
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 E�B���� ���0X�9 ) =1  / ?184( 
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Mufti Mahmood Saheb (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) has clearly mentioned that wiping is permissible on 

those present day socks which fulfill the conditions of a khuff. Mufti Nizaamuddeen (Grand Mufti of Darul 
uloom Deoband) mentions that if our cotton, woolen and nylon socks are such that it fulfills the conditions of a 

khuff, it will be permissible to wipe upon it (Nizamul fatawa 1/42). Likewise, we find Ml Rasheed Ahmad Gangohi 

(May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) issued the verdict of permissibility of wiping on a certain type of Kashmiri 

socks because they fulfilled the conditions stipulated (Tadhkirah ar Rasheed 1/182). Also refer to Fatawa Darul 

uloom Zakariyyah 1/507-515). Allamah Sadr as Shariah Al Mahbooby (May Allah Ta'ala have mercy on him) 
mentions in An Nuqayah, 

 

E�P r�s� ... �M��� @5 *�F � C1��� �%��  � ID  
 

Hence, if our modern day socks possess the qualities of a khuff, then masah should be permissible on them. For the 
sake of convenience, we will briefly repeat the qualities again, 

 

1) They should cover the entire ankle according to the Imams of all four Madhabs. (Al Mousoo’ah al 

fiqhiyyah al  Kuwaitiyyah 37/364) 

 
2) A person should be able to walk with the khuff for three miles without them tearing according to Hanafies. 

Shafies assert that the sock should be so strong that a person can carry out is basic chores in the stipulated 

time of a khuff (i.e. one day and night for a muqeem and three days and three nights for a Musafir). 
According to Hambalies the sock should be such that usually a person can continuously walk with it 

without it slipping off the foot. (Al Mousoo’ah al fiqhiyyah al  Kuwaitiyyah 37/364)    

 

3) According to Hanafies, both socks should independently be free from holes to the extent of three of the 

smallest toes. According to Shafies and Hambalies the sock should be totally free from all holes. (Al 
Mousoo’ah al fiqhiyyah al Kuwaitiyyah 37/365) 

 
4) They should be able to remain on the leg without it being tied or fastened.   

 
5) They should be such that water does absolve easily through them. 

 

Hambalies also opine that the skin under should not be visible because of the thickness of the sock. (Al Mousoo’ah 

al fiqhiyyah al Kuwaitiyyah 37/367) As for Malikies, we have mentioned above that they confine the permissibility 

of wiping to only leather, hence, they would not give consent to wiping on any of the present day socks. According 

to those Shafi Scholars who mention that tajleed or taneel is a condition, it is obvious that they will not permit the 

wiping of common day socks. 
 

If the socks do not fulfil any of the above-mentioned conditions, it will not be permissible to wipe on it. 
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After examining thick socks of the modern day, we find that there are socks (like SealSkinz) which fulfils all of the 

above conditions (i.e. they are such that a person can walk for a full three miles and even more without them 
tearing, water does not seep through etc). However, such socks are indeed few. There is one quality which is not 

found in MANY of our modern day socks. This is the quality that it should be so thick, that it could stand up 

around the calf, solely on account of its thickness i.e. not because of being tied, or of its elasticity or because it 
is so narrow. In other words, it should stand upright because of its thickness. This is clearly understood from the 

following texts: 
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When we look at our present day socks we find that ALMOST ALL socks fail in this condition. In order to test 

whether the socks can stand upright because of the thickness, one can carry out an experiment by placing 

something in the foot area of the sock. The sock should remain upright as follows, 

 

 
 

Furthermore, there are very few socks which do not absolve water when water is poured over it. (This is the 
meaning of water not seeping through; that water does not seep through when poured. It does not mean that water 

does not seep through when wiping, as some have suggested, as such a condition will hold no weight. Even thin 
socks will not absolve water when a person is wiping. The books of the Mutaqiddimeen (and in fact MAJORITY 

of the Scholars of the Madhab) are silent on this. In the Shafi Madhab it is clearly stated that water should not seep 

through when poured over. Also note that this does not necessarily mean that the sock has to be water proof. And 

Allah Ta’ala knows best. 

 
Moreover, we find that our Fuqaha have clearly mentioned that it is not permissible to wipe on a ‘kirbaas’ because 

of it not fulfilling the relevant conditions. 
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 A ‘kirbaas’ has been defined as follows, 

 

�6�� *�� �  8%M� 5 l�1� ��� Y�� k�� O @� & ¡H5S� *ek�� *� l� �̂� �3� ���� 5 Y 5����  ����5Z � { %�� D �H~� h�A *� { D  � ID @5
� *� ��  � \"§  ��� � @�̂ � � \�$�) @H(� ��� *P "kA /%MX� q����142 (  

 
“Kirbaas’ is a cloth made from white cotton as mentioned in ‘Al Qamoos’. However, every type of sewn cloth will 
also fall in this category like a sock made of linen or silk. This is in contrast to socks made from wool etc.”(Imdad 

al Mufteen 142) 

 

Mufti Shafi has used the above to prove that wiping on thin cotton socks is not permissible. (Imdad al Mufteen 

2/253) 

 

RULING OF WIPING ON ‘SEALSKINZ’ SOCKS 

 

From our present-day socks, we have personally examined ‘SealSkinz’ socks and are satisfied that they fulfill all 
the conditions stipulated. One can refer to their website to see the full durability of these socks. Hence, it is 

permissible to use ‘SealSkinz’ socks as leather socks and make masah on them.  
 

And Allah knows best 

 
Wassalam  

 

Ml. Ismail Moosa, 
Student Darul Iftaa 

 

Checked and Approved by: 

 

Mufti Ebrahim Desai 
Darul Iftaa, Madrassah In'aamiyyah 
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Sunan Abi Dawood. Dar al kitaab al Arabi. 

Sunan Ibn Majah. Dar al fikr. 
Taarikh Baghdad. Dar al kutub al Ilmiyyah. 

Tabaqaat al Hanabila. Dar al ma'rifa, Beirut. 
Tabyeen al Haqaaiq. Dar al kutub al Ilmiyyah. 

Tafseer Ibn Katheer. Dar al Mufeed. Pg 
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Talkhees al habeer. Dar al kutub al Ilmiyyah. 

Tawali al Anwaar. Makhtoot: Al Maktabah al Azhar. 

Tuhfa al Ahwadhi. Dar al kutub al Ilmiyyah. 
Tuhfa al Fuqaha . Dar al kutub al Ilmiyyah. 

Tuhfa al Mulook. Dar al Bashaa'ir al Islamiyyah. 

Taj al uroos min jawaahir al Qamoos. Dar al Hedayah. 
Umdah al Qari. Maktabah Rasheediyyah. 
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